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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
1. Days agents spent in office. . • 124 2. Dc3irs agents spent in field. • . . . 502 3. Days devoted to work with adults • • . 406 4. Deys devoted to work with 4-H Clubs. • • . • 220 5. Miles agents traveled. • 24,318 6. Farm visits made. . . . 1,935 7. Different farms visited. . . 700 8. Office cals at agents' office • . . 3,025 9. Telephone cals at agents' office. . . . 2,758 10. Individual leters writen • . . 1,363 11. Circular leters prepared. . . • . 63 Copies mailed • . . • . . . • . • 8,107 12. Newspaper articles published. • . . . • . . 239 13. Buletins distributed. . . . 3,526 14. Radio talks made. . . • . . . . . . . 46 15. Meetings held or atended by agents. . • . . . 242 Atendance at these meetings. • • . • • 5,628 16. Number of adult result demonstration conducted. . 44 17. Number of 4-H demonstrations completed. • • • 126 18. Number of communities in which Extension Work was conducted. . . . . . . . 9 19. Number of voluntary community leaders assisting with the Extension Program. . . . . • . l3 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
• 
Agricultural Economics 
One county outlook meeting was held with 60 farm men and women 
atending. Outlook information was discussed at community meetings 
throughout the year. 7 farmers kept farm accounts which were completed 
in January. These same 7 men and 1 4-H club member have kept records 
during 1947. 7 farmers have conducted TVA unit test-demonstrations, 2 new farmers were added to this program during the fal of 1947. 
Through the TVA program 8 farmers received 46,900 pounds of triple superphosphate during October. Through the Emergency Farm Labor Program 189 seasonal workers and 5 year-round workers were placed on 11 farms and 75 workers were assisted in obtaining employment in other counties. 
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Agricultural Engineering 
A total of 645 acres of land was terraced for 21 farmers by the county 
owned power terracing outfits during 1947, bringing the total acres terraced 
by power units to 10,626 for 317 farmers. In addition to the above 76 acres 
were terraced on 5 farms by 3 farmer contractors using farm equipment. 
District farm plans were prepared on 107 farms bringing~the total of farms under district plans to 373 with an acreage of 57,651. Farmers were given 
assistance in constructing and repairing farm buildings during the year. 
4 dairy barns, 4 hog houses, 2 poultry houses, 1 sweet potato curing house 
and 1 box type silo were built according to recollilendations made by the 
county agent. 1 school on the care and operation of combines and 2 schools 
on care and operations of tractors were held with a total atendance of 168 
farmers. 
Agronomy 
Thirteen farmers completed 5-acre coton contest demonstrations producing 
an average of 616.7 pounds of lint coton per acre. 3 demonstrations were completed comparing various varieties of hybrid corn with local varieties. 
The 3 hybrid varieties produced an average yield of 37.9 bushels per acre while the local open-polenated varieties produced 28.l bushels per acre. The folowing other agronomy demonstrations were completed: 2 winter legumes, 
13 corn production, 4 grain sorghum, 1 oat production, 1 barley production, 
2 wheat production, 2 legume for hay, 4 annual grazing and 1 permanent pasture. The folowing am.outs of seed were placed with farmers throughout the year: 
10 bushels corn seed, 2 bushels wheat, 4 bushels oat, 7 tons cotonseed and 419 pounds of miscelaneous seed including Kentucky #31 and Alta fescue, dalis grass, ladino clover, cantaloupe, alfalfa, crimson clover, grain sorghum, sweet sorghum. One county wide £et.tilizer meeting was held, atended 
by 60 farmers, and fertilizer problems were discussed at community meetings held throughout the year. 
Animal Husbandry 
Eight purebred boars were placed, 3 of these being purchased by 4-H 
club boys and 5 by adult farmers. 14 purebred gilts were placed with 
adult farmers and 5 with 4-H club members. 15 head of purebred catle 
including 2 buls and 13 females were placed with 3 farmers. 1 tour was conducted for the purpose of observing grazing practices being folowed 
by beef catle men of an adjoining county. Throughout the year farmers were given assistance in disease and insect control and in herd management. 
Farmers of Union County are planning an increased acreage to annual grazing crops. 
Dairying 
Farmers were assisted in purchasing S_purebred buls and one 4-H club 
members was assisted in purchasing 1 bul. 3 purebred females were placed with 3 farmers and 8 were placed with 7 4-H club members. 31 dairy calf club members completed demonstrations showing a profit of $2,368.00. 13 
club members exhibited 19 head of dairy catle at the Union County lair 
winning $296 • .50 in prizes. 4 animals were exhibited at the Pieemont Interstate Fair. Farmers and 4-H club members were encouraged to provide a year round grazing system and to produce a sufficient amount of high quality roughage for their dairy animals. 
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Entomology and Plant Pathology 
Information was furnished farmers on the control of diseases and insects. 
A special effort was made to encourage farmers to use poison for controling 
bol weevils, and through the efforts of the farm labor assistant approximately 
750 acres of coton were dusted by airplane using BHC-DDT. ·29,000 oriental fruit moth parasites were purchased for 8 peach growers and released. One 
demonstrations was conducted in control of chinch bugs, sabadila being used with very good results in this demonstration.· 
Forestry 
A total of 47,000 lobloly pine seedlings were planted by 11 farmers 
during the fal of 1947. 129,000 seedlings were ordered for 19 farmers. These to be planted during the 1947-48 planting season. Woodland examinations 
were made for 7 farmers covering 1,595 acres and 600 acres were marked for 
selective cuting of 854,080 board feet. Forestry instructions were given in 4 -H Club meetings and 4-H club camps. One Arbor Day program was held with 53 farm boys and girls atending. A cork oak seedling was planted on the 
school grounds during this program. Special efforts were made to encourage farmers to take definite steps to prevent forest fires. During Fire Prevention 
Week 2 circular leters, 4 news articles, 1 paid newspaper advertisement and 
one radio program.were prepared dealin.g witf1 this subject. 
4-H Club Vf or k 
Twelve 4-H clubs were organized with a membership ·of 191. In addition 
there were 10 members who did not belong to regularly organized clubs. This 
brings the total membership to 201. 106 members completed 126 demonstrations, 
producing farm products valued at $15,844.68 and realizing a profit of 
$5,922.29. One county 4-tl Club ca.mp was held with 32 boys and 63 girls 
atending. 2 boys atended the State Conservation Camp and 2 atended the 
State 4-H Council meeting. A County 4-H Club Council was organized for the 
first time and one local leader-officer tr§ining meeting was held. One raly 
day program was atended by 200 boys and girls. 13 club members exhibited 
19 dairy animals at the Union County Fair and 4 at the Piedmont Interstate 
Fair. 6 clubsters exhibited 22 head of swine at the Union County Fair, and 
15 clubsters exhibited 143 chickens at the Union County Fair. 
Horticulture 
The county agent worked closely with peach growers assisting with disease 
and insect control and fertilizer problems. Commercial growers were assisted 
in marketing 90,000 bushels of peaches. Assistance was given in the control 
of insects and diseased in home orchards and in helping farmers to decide 
on varieties of fruits to be planted in home orchards. Assistance was given 
the commercial sweet potato growers with their cultural and fertilizing 
practices. Through educational publicity and personal contacts assistance was given home gardeners in seeding, fertilization and control of insects 
and diseases. 
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Marketing 
Farmers were furnished marketing information throughout the year.and 
were given assistance in marketing farm products valued at $117,994.70 
and in purchasing products valued at $13,473.34. 
Poultry 
Two demonstration flock records were completed showing a labor income 
income of $7.66 per hen. Flock owners were assisted in controling parasites and diseases, and in establishing sanitary practices and more efficient management of poultry. Assistance was given in marketing 1,866 pounds of 
poultry for 14 farmers for $556.20. 2,000 baby chicks were purchased for 25 farmers at a cost of $300.00. 
Visual Instructions 
Educational motion pictures were shown to 1,348 people at 12 meetings. 
Slides were used at 2 meetings atended by 262 people, and chartx were used at 2 meetings atended by 85 people. 
Publicity 
A total of 1,363 personal leters were writen, 63 circular leters were 
prepared with 8,107 copies mailed. 239 nei.vspaper articles were published, 3,526 buletins were distributed, 46 radio talks were made and 6 tours were 
conducted. 82 advertisements covering 3,441 square inches of newspaper space were prepared for local business firms who volunteered to have their 
advertisement space used in the interest of the Extension Program. 
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COUNTY, COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION OF VOLUNTEER FARM AND HOME LEADERS 
l. County AgricuJ.tural Commitee 
a. The AgricuJ.tural Commitee for Union County was selected by the County home and farm agents on the basis of their ability as 
farmers and homemakers, their knowledge of their particular com­muni ties and of the county as a whole and their ability and wiling­
ness to give time to the work. 
b. Union County Agricultural Commitee Members and Subcommitees 
Alman, w. w. Belue, Mrs. Orin Bogan, Dupre 
Bogan, F. P., Sr. Coleman, Wiliams Crocker, Mrs. R. J., Sr. Crocker, R. J., Sr. Davis, Mrs. J.C. Davis, J. C. 
Edwards, Mrs. G.D. Fincher, R. C. Galman, T. Abe Garner, Clearman Garner, Gee 
Garner, Miss Ida Grai. nger, Mrs • C. A. Grainger, C. A. Glenn, Georges. Hames, Fletcher B. Hopkins, A. P. Hughes, Claude Goings, S. R. Ivey, B. c. Jeter, Mrs. C. A. 
Jeter, C. A. Jeter, Mrs. Elbert Jeter, J. Ryan 
Jeter, L.B., Jr. Jeter, Paul Keith, J. F. 
Kennedy, Mrs. A.G. Kennedy, A.G. Kitchen, T. M. 
Lancaster, C. R. Lancaster, J. Boyd Lancaster, W. H. 
M~, Gordan Nance, R. L. Palmer, Mrs. J. T. 
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Union, S. C. R-4, Union, S. C. R,.l, Jonesvile, S. c. 
R-1, Jonesvile, s. C. Union, S. C. R-1, Santuc, S. C. R-1, Santuc, S. C. R-3, Union, S. c. R-3, Union, S. c. R-3, Union, S. C. R-2, Union, S. C. R-1, Jonesvile, S. C. R-4, Union, S. C. R-1, Kelton, s. C. R-1, Kelton, S. C. R-1, Jonesvile, S. c. R-1, Jonesvile, S. c. R-1, Cross Anchor, S. C. R-1, Paoolet, S. c. R-1, Buffalo, S. C. R,.5, Union, S. c. R-1, Joresvile, s. C. R~5, Union, S. C. 
Carlisle, S. C. Carlisle, S. C. 
R-2, Whitmire, S. c. Santuc, S. C. 
Santuc, S. C. R.4, Union, S. c. R,.4, Union, S. C. 
Union, S. c. Union, S. C. R-2, Whitmire, S. C. R,.l, PauJ.ine, s. c. 
R-1, PauJ.ine, S. C. Union, S. c. 
R-1, Union, S. C. Adamsburg, S. c. R-5, Union, S. c. 
•· 
Sanders, Gene Smith, Mrs. mvne P. Smith, Hayne P. Scot, Lewis (4-I Boy) Van:lerford, B. B. Whitmire, J. R. Wilburn, W. C. Wiliams, Miss Eva (4-H Girl) 
Advisory Group 
R-1, Kelton, S. c. R-1, Jonesvile, s. c. R-1, Jonesvile, S. c. R-1, Jonesvile, s. c. 
R-.5, Union, S. C. R-1, Sedalia, S. C. R-2, Union, S. C. R-1, Union, s. c. 
Mr. J.P. Bailes, Soil Conservationist, Union, S. C. Mrs. Alsie s. Bradley, Home Supervisor, FHA, Union, S. C. Mr. Ralph Farr, Adaministrative Officer, P&MA, Union, S. c. "Mri C. K. Hughes, Broad River Soil Conservation District Supervisor, Union, S. C. Mr. Hugh Jeter, Supervisor, Farmers Home Adainistration, Union, S. C. Mr. James G. L~ng, Co,mty Ranger, Union, S. c. Mr. E.G. Dunford, Central Piedmont Elcp. Forest, Forest Service, Union, s. C. 
Executive Commitee 
Mrs. Orin Belue R-4, Union, s. c. Mrs. G. D. Edwards R-3, Union, s. c. Mrs. R. J. Crocker, Sr. R-1, Santuc, s. c. Mrs. Hayne P. Smith R-1, Jonesvile, S. c. 
Mr. R. C. Fincher R-2, Union, s. c. 
Mr. A. G. Kennedy Union, s. ("I uo 
Mr. L. B. Jeter, Jr. Santuc, s. c. 
Mr. w. H. Lancaster Union, S. C. Mr. B. c. Ivey R-5, Union, S. c. 
Advisory Commitee for Returning Veterans 
Mrs. J. c. Davis 
Mr. J. Ryan Jeter 
Mr. W. H. Lancaster Mr. S. R. Going 
Nutrition Commitee 
Mrs. A. G. Kennedy Mrs. C. A. Jeter, Jr. Mr. Paul Jeter 
Marketing Commitee 
Mrs. Orin Belue Mr. R. c. Fincher Mr. B. C. Ivey Mr. L.B. Jeter, Jr. 
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R-3, Union, s. C. Santuc, S. C. Union, S. C. R-1, Jonesvile, S. C. 
Union, s. C. 
Carlisle, s. c. R-4, Union, S. C. 
R-4, Union, s. c. R-2, Union, s. c. R-5, Union, s. c. Santuc, s. c. 
Representatives of County Commitee to State Agricultural Commitee 
Mrs. G. D. Edwards Mr. L.B. Jeter, Jr. R-3, Union, S. C. Santuc, s. C. 
c. The County Agricultural Commitee meets at various intervals to study 
the situation in the county and to make recommendations to the Extension Organization relative to planning and executing the program 
in the county. The principle meeting of the year is held in the fal. At this time the connnitee hears a progress report of work done on the program set up for the current year. They go into a study of ar:, new information which is available, concerning the agriculture of the 
county and work out a program for the folowing year, making aIJ3" re­visions in the long-time program that seem necessary under prevailing conditions. They sponsor special food and feed production programs and are most active in their respective coroun1nities. 
2. Organized communities, organized neighborhoods in that comm.unity, for the conduct of the agricultural program in each. 
a. Bogansvile (1) Buffalo (2) Coleraine (3) Parham (4) Putnam (5) Sulphur Springs 
(6) West Springs 
b. Cross Keys (1) Cedar Bluff 
(2) Cross Anchor 
(3) Cross Keys (4) Macedonia (5) Sedalia 
c. Fish Dam (1) Carlisle (2) Herbert 
(3) Tucker Town 
d. Goshen Hil (1) Coleman (2) Delta 
( 3) Maybington Road 
e. Jonesvile (1) Cedar Grove (2) Elford Grove 
(3) Free (4) Gilead (5) Jonesvile 
(6) Lockhart Junction 
(7) Mils Creek (8) New Hope 
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r. Pinclmey (1) Adamsburg (2) Flat Rock 
11 (3) Cohen (4) Hughes Johnson (.5) Howel 
t (6) Kely (7) Kelton 
(8) Pickney 
g. Santuc (1) Ada (2) Carem 
(3) James Hope 
(4) Meador (.5) Santuc 
(6) Tinker Creek 
h. Union (1) Bonham (2) Brown's Creek (3) Hebron (4) Sardis (.5) Oakland 
(6) Union 
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3. Programs or campaigns Handled through Voluntary Leaders in 1947 
a. Soil Conservation 
Through community and neighborhood leaders the carrying out of soil conservation practices has been urged. Eleven community groups of 
farmers, organized for the pU?'pose of doing a beter job of conserving the soil in their communities, are headed by comm.unity leaders, and 
the county agent Is office has worked closely with these leaders in order to furnish information am recommendations. 
Conmitee and neighborhood leaders throughout the county have been 
furnished information regarding the eariling of soil building ala,rance 
by each farm as set up under the Production and Marketing Administration. These leaders have encouraged other farmers to take advantage of this program by obtaining such materials as ground limestone, superphosphate, Austrian Winter peas and vetch seed through the Purchase Order Plan. More materials have been ordered than can be furnished this year. 
b. Permanent Pastures and Annual Grazing Crops 
Throughout the year the importance of improving established permanent pastures a.rl in establishing new pastures has been encouraged by volunteer leaders. Information has been furnished these leaders through circular leters and buletins to aid them in geting a beter job done 
within their awn camnunities. 
As a result of the campaigns conducted through local leaders a larger acreage of annual grazing crops was planted in Union County in 1947 than ever before. A number of these leaders have conducted annual grazing demonstrations, thus seting an example for their neighbors by puting into effect reconmandations for producing feed for livestock 
at a lower cost. 
c. Fire Prevention 
In addition to the appeal made to the general public through the newspaper 
and over the radio, the help of local leaders was solicited in an effort to eliminate fire hazards on the farm and in the home, thus reducing the 
great loss suffered each year by the farm people of Union County as a result of fires started through carelessness. 
d. 5-Aere Coton Improvement Demonstrations 
Through the efforts of volunteer leaders we were able to locate 5-acre coton improvement demonstrations in al sections of the caunty. A number of these leaders enroled in the 5-A Coton Contest themselves thus seting an example for their neighbors. 
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e. Bol Weevil Control 
Through the efforts of county, community and neish,borhood leaders 
campaign was. conducted to control the bol weevil through applying poison. As a result a number of farmers have stated that more poisoning was done in 1947 than in aey-previous year. Through the cooperation of these leaders with the county agent's office, ap­proximately 700 acres of coton were dusted with BHC -DDT. 
f. Use of Beter Planting Seed 
Community and neighborhood leaders assisted in an effort to encourage farmers to use beter planting seed and to have their seed cleaned and treated before planting. 
g. Farm Labor Program 
Farm leaders have been very cooperat:i.Jre with the farm labor assistant 
in recruiting and placing labor in the county during rush seasons. They have also assisted in locating and contacting owners of farm 
machinecy who were wiling to do custom work for farmers who did not 
own machinecy themselves. This has helped a large number of farmers to get their land prepared for planting and to harvest their crops at the proper time. The more efficient utilization of available .farm machinery bas resulted. 
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COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION 
Changes in Union Cormty Extension Sta.ff 
The folovr:i.ng listed changes have occurred in the Union County 
Extension perennnel during 1947: 
(1) Miss Mahal.a J. Smith retired from the position of home demonstra­
tion agent on June 30, 1947. Mrs. Merle s. Crocker was appointed to this 
position and began her duties on August 1, 1947. 
(2) Miss Veda Kiser served as assistant home demonstration agent from February 1 through June 30, 1947, at 'Which ti.me she was transferred to Berkeley" County. 
(3) J. M. Robinson succeeded R. A. Marshal as Negro Farm Agent and 
began his duties June l, 1947. 
Present Extension Staff 
White Agents 
W. J. Martin, County Agricultural Agent Mrs. Merle s. Crocker, Home Demonstration Agent H. L. Bailey, County Farm Labor Assistant 
Negro Agents 
J.M. Robinson, Negro Agricultural Agent Laura Whitney, Negro Home Demonstration Agent 
The county agents cooperate with the negro agents in their program of 
work with the negro farm people of the county, aiding them in developing 
subject mater, in conducting demonstrations and assisting them in obtaining specialist help. 
other Agencies 
The county agents cooperate closely with the soil conservation program 
and the agricultural. adjustment program in Union County. The folowing listed personnel is in charge of the administration of these programs: 
James P. Bailes, Soil Conservationist, SCS Ralph Farr, Administrative Officer, P&MA. 
Agricultural Commitees: The Agricultural Commitee for Union County 
and the colDlunity Agricultural. ColDlitees and the neighborhood leaders for 1947 are listed under "County, Community and Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer Farm and Home Leaders." 
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These commitees act in an advisory capacity to the county agents in planning and carrying out the program of Extension Work in Union County. 
In addition to the County Agricultural Commitees, the organizations listed below have cooperated closely with the county agents in planning and 
carrying out the 1947 Program of Extension Work. 
Union County Farm Bureau Union County Soil Conservation Association Union County Couneil of Farm Women 
Union County 4-H Council Union County Agricultural Conservation Association Home Demonstra ti.on Clubs Broad River Soil Conservation District Broad River Electric Cooperative Union County Health Department 4-H Club Leaders Farmers Home Administration Union County Beekeepers Association Union County USDA Council Federal Lam Bank 
Spartanburg Production Credit 
Union County Agricultural Fair Association S. C. Peach Growers Association Commlli.ty Soil Conservation Groups Chamber of Commerce Junior Chamber of Commerce Union Rotary Club Union Lions Club 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
Work in agricultural economics and farm management in 1947 included outlook meetings, complete farm records, cooperation with farm credit agencies, assistance in farm pla.rmin.g am assistance in the efficient utilization of farm labor and equipment. 
Outlook: One county outlook meeting was held at the County Court House on January 30, 1947 at which time the district agent presented the outlook information to 60 farm men and women. At community meetings throughout the 
year timely outlook information was discussed. 
Complete Farm Records: Seven Union County farmers kept complete farm records on their operations in 1947. After summaries and analysis have been made, these farmers wil be encouraged to use the results in planning their future operations. The results wil also be used by the county agent in assisting other farmers in the county. A list of the seven farmers keeping complete farm records folows: 
List Complete Farm Record Demonstrations -1947 Size of Farm Predominant 
Name Address Acres Type of Farming 
Wiliam Coleman R-2, Whitmire 2,423 Grain -Beef Georges. Glenn R-1, Cross Anchor 450 Coton -Poultry R. C. Fincher R-2, Union 187 Coton -Beef J. F. Keith R-4, Union 104 Truck -Beef c. A. Grainger R-1, Jonesvile 119 Coton B. C. Ivey R-5, Union 306 Coton-Truck-Beef Walace Vfilson B-1, Union 162 Coton-Grain-Truck-Swine 
In addition to the complete farm records kept by the adult farmers of the county, one 4-H Club manber, Autrey Ivey, Jr., has kept a complete farm record on his home farm. 
Cooperation lith Farm Credit Agencies: The county agent cooperated with the Spartanburg Production Credit. Association, the Farmers Home Administra­tion and the Federal Land Bank in their work of extending credit to the farmers of Union County. 
Farm Planning: The county agent has given assistance to several farmers in developing plans for part or al of their f anns in order to meet changing conditions. 
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T. V. A. Farm Unit Test Demonstrations 
In cooperation with the Eltension Service and the Tennessee Valey Authority, the county agent worked Wi-th seven unit test demonstration farm.a in Union County in 1947. These farms were established to demonstrate the value of a program of land-use adjustment in the interest of soil and water conservation. Crop and livestock plans have been developed for each farm for a five-year period. Each farmer kept a complete farm account record of his business transactiona. 
In addition to the seven farmers that have been in the TVA Program for the past few years two new farms were added during 1947. Complete farm plans have been writen on these farms and the farmers wil start keeping complete farm records at the first of 1948. 
A summary of the acreages of permanent pastures, perennial and annual legumes together with the amounts of lime and phosphate used on these farms 
in 1947 is given on the folowing page. 
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Acres of Perennial Legumes, Permanent Pasture, and Annual Legumes together w.i.th the Amounts of TVA Phosphate and Lime Used on Test Demonstration Farms in 
Union County in 1947 
Perennial Legume Permanent Pasture * Annual Les~edeza Name of Pounds of Pounds Pounds of Pounds Pounds of Pounds CooISrator Acres phosphate of Lime Acres phosphate of lime Acres phosphate of lime applied applied applied  applied applied applied 
R. c. Fincher 2.7 800 17.2 3900 Georges. Glerm 1.8 540 7.2 2850 u.7 1710 C. A. Grainger 8.1 2440 4.3 1720 7.2 1440 B. C. Ivey 9.9 3900 26,000 13.5 2700 J. F. Keith 10.8 4320 6.3 1180 Vfalace Wilson 16.2 3200 30,000 w. w. Alman 31.7 9500 10,000 R. O. Lawson 9.4 2860 21,000 J.8 1360 5,ooo 8.J 2480 18,000 
Total 19.3 5840 21,000 70.4 24,450 101,000 80.4 16,610 48,000 
* Includes Annual Grazing 
Field Numbers 
1,2,3,5 & 13 6, lOA, & lOB 
7 7 and 8 
7 8 
8 10 12 
4,9,11, & 14 
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Progress Report on the Unit Test-Demonstration Farm 
of c. A. Grainger, Union County 
Total 
Acres 
4.75 9.0 .5 2.9 1.5 32.0 
• 59.0 5.o 
46.5 6.3.5 
Crop Rotation 
Rotation Underway 
Permanent Pasture 
Kudzu 
Orchard 
Garden and truck 
Soybeans 
Grain and lespedeza 2 years, 
coton 2 years • Lespedeza sericea 
Corn and austrian winter peas Grain and lespedeza 2 years 
row crops 2 years. 
Woodlands 
Homestead 
Changes that Have Taken Place in Crop Rotation and 
Livestock Management 
Prior to entry into the program of test-demonstration in 1942, Mr. Grainger had just completed terracing his entire farm, had set out several 
acres of kudzu on eroded areas and had set up a very good strip rotation. 
For this reason very few, if any changes have been made since that time in 
the cropping system which he is folowing, and no areas have been taken out of cultivation due to their eroded condition. Mr. Grainger has noted 
a considerable improvement in his farm since 1942 and he atributes this 
to the rotation system which he has been folowing and to the various soil improving and fertilization practices which he has put into effect. 
Accomplishments: The use of limestone and phosphate has increased the 
yields of al crops grown on the farm, the yield of lespedeza hay being 
increased approximately 30 percent. 
Permanent pastures show great improvement both in the condition of the sod 9nd. in the amount of growth obtained as a result of treatment with limestone and superphosphate. 
4,ooo board feet of timber has been cut, trees being selected so as to improve the stand of timber. This same plan is folowed each year in cuting fuel wood. 
The acreage seeded armualy to winter legumes has been increase about 500 percent. 
Mr. Grainger estimates that the fertility of his soil has been increased 
about 25 percent due to the use of limestone and superphosphate and due to the rotation system which he is now folowing. 
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Improvements: The farm home has been painted. Two storage sheds 
have been repaired. 
Future Developments: Paint has been purchased for painting the tenant 
house and garage. 
The operator plans to continue to take advantage of the Production and 
Marketing Administration Program by obtaining such materials as limestone, 
superphosphate and winter legumes through the purchase order plan. 
Acreage& and Production of Specified Crops Grown on the 
Unit Test-Demonstration Fa.rm of C. A. Grainger, 1947 
Crops Grown 
Coton Corn Wheat 
Oats & vetch 
Oats Barley Sorghum 
Lespedeza Lespedeza Kudzu 
Kudzu Orchard 
Truck 
Grown by family and hired 
Laborers 
Acres Production 
J.O J.O 5.o 1.0 4.o 
1~ .• o 5.o 1.0 1.0 ?•o 
4.5 tons 150 bushels 170 bushels 2 tons 
3 tons hay Not harvested Grazed 
Not harvested Home use 
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Grown by Sharecroppers Acres Production 
16.0 
13.0 B.o 
7291 lbs. lint 350 bushels 136 bushels 
summary of Farm Business of C. A. Grainger, 1947 
Beginning Inventory Closing Inventory 
Land Improvements Horses and Mules 
Catle Hogs Poultry 
Sheep, Goats, etc. Crop, Feeds, etc. Machinery and Tools 
TOTALS 
Farm Receipts 
Coton and Coton seed Other Crops Catle and Hogs Dairy Products Poultry and Eggs Miscelaneous Receipts Share Croppers Expense Total Cash Receipts 
Value Value 
$3,000.00 $3,000.00 988.75 957.75 500.00 500.00 170.00 150.00 
56.oo 40.50 25.00 2,.00 708.80 1,470.00 435.oo 392.75 
$5,883.55 $6,536.00 
Farm Expenses 
$ 2,l.48.05 130.50 12.00 227.95 l.40.05 
280.45 $2,999.00 
Hired Labor Crop Elcpense Livestock and Poultry 
Automobile 2/3 of $70.00 Truck, Tractor, Equipment 
Miscelaneous Share Croppers Receipts Total Cash Expenses 
$ 154.50 711.61 200.86 46.67 91.15 37.72 1,074.02 $2,316.53 
Increase in Inventory 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 
(if any) 652.45 
$3,651.45 
Decrease in Inventory(if a.ey) 
TOTAL EXPENSES $2,316.53 
Receipts minus expenses • • • • • • Value of unpaid family labor other than that of operator, deduct • • • • • • • • • • Farm income • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Interest (4% on average of two inventories) Deduct. Labor income* • • • • • • • • • • • 
• $1,334.92 
$ 120.00 $1,214.92 
$ 248.39 
$ 966.53 
*Labor income is what a farmer receives for his year's work above interest on his investment and al farm expenses, in addition to having a house to lif'e in and farm products to use in the house. 
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A Comparison of Unit Test-Demonstr~tion Fanns of Union 
Item 
Labor income, dolars 
Receipts, dolars 
Expenses, dolars 
Farm income, dolars Farm income per {~100 il'.lvested, dolars Receipts per $100 invested, dolars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres Crop acres and open pasture Total acres in farm Acres of crops 
Investment 
Work animals 
Man-work units, total Anime.l uni ts, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: Crop yield index Cash crop yield index 
Lint coton per acre, pounds Yield corn per acre, bushels Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels 
Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield sweet potatoes per acre, bu. 
Dairy sales per cow, dolars 
Income per sow, dolars Egg income per hen, dolars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: 
Man-work units per man Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY: Percent of farm in cropland and open pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVERSITY: 
Percent of receipts from coton 
Percent of receipts from livestock Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open pasture per A. u. (c;tle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
Milk cows Other dairy catle 
Beef cows Other beef catle 
Brood sows Other hogs 
Hens 
Other. poultry 
(1) 
-181 18887 
~ 
=i= 866 44508 J.5_ 1893 Ji,t,8 
93 92 26l 13 33 20 o.s 
71 
39 1,sz 
- 19 32 3,8 oaS. 
5.0 
0 
~ 
20 
3.0 
21 
(2) 
2588 5254 2211 
3043 27 46 
]JI• 123 420 25 43 18 1,0 
40 1,so 
22 25 2,9 Q-5 
6.o 13.0 
3.0 I 
5.o 53 3 
~unty, 19h6 
( 3) 
2486 ; 4361 l4l8 2943 26 38 
70 85 377 Bi .1JJil•2 .J.&. 435 2,5 
138 lh.8 452 -~ ,o 
25 1,2 
73 
9J 85 112 
23 
1.21 
1'6 28 28,0 1,.0 
1,0 
854 3885 2798 1087 19 --67 
58 62 
118 _1!J 5827 _a..o 
392 2,9 
21L4 
6120 3570 2550 25 60 
66 -Bb 
210 86 J,01.L,9 3.Q 
400 11,3 
___ 8 ... 2 106 
_1 ... au _l.Ql.. _ ... 51! . 0 348 __ 1_9 25 
33 
_ _j 18 _..,o .... 9•. o. 2 --_ _.1..,6,_,3 _..30_ -4,71'. 2,33 
__ 16_3 _-106.. _____ 7~8 -
_l.Q9 _,__uo__ 
___ 5 __ 3 41 
1.29 1,30 
76 8 20,0 1,6 
2.0 _ 1.s 
36 
2 
liL 21 5.6 2.1 
2,0 6,S: 
2,2 o.~ 1,S 74 2 
A Compar~n of Unit Test-Demonstration Fanns of Union 
Item 
Labor income, dolars Receipts, dolars Expenses, dolars 
Farm income, dolars Farm income per :-?100 invested, dolars Receipts per $100 invested, dolars 
SIZE: Crop acres Crop acres and open pasture Total acres in farm Acres of crops Investment 
Work animals Man-work units, total Animal units, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: Crop yield index Cash crop yield index Lint coton per acre, pounds Yield corn per acre, bushels Yield oats per acre, bushels Yield wheat per acre, bushels Yield hay per acre, tons Yield sweet potatoes per acre, bu. Dairy sales per cow, dolars Income per sow, dolars Egg income per hen, dolars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: Man-work units per man Percent work done by sharecroppers Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY: Percent of farm in cropland and open pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVERSITY: Percent of receipts from coton Percent of receipts from livestock Acres of cropland per animal unit Acres of open pasture per A. u. (c;:tle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: Milk cows Other dairy catle Beef cows Other beef catle Brood sows Other hogs 
Hens Other. poultry 
(6) 
2415 ~835 3l7 2718' 36 77 
71 83 162 78 7557 2,5 
68h 2.2 
139 135 486 40 
16 1.0 
175 :Ji: 
51 1,lQ 
~· -2.Q_ 10.s: 52 6 
21 
( ) 
County, 19 h6 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Farm Labor Program 
The farm labor assistant worked with the fanners of Union County in 
an effort to ass~st them in making more efficient use of available labor 
and machinery, assisted in recruiting labor during peak seasons such as 
the peach harvesting season and assisted farmers in geting custom work 
done by other farmers owning farm machinery. 
The fact that those farmers owning farm machinery have been wiling 
to do custom work for their neighbors whenever possible has gone a long 
~ toward helping to solve the labor shortage on a number of farms in 
Union County. Through educational publicity and personal visits the farm 
labor assistant has helped to coordinate this work by arranging for custom 
operators to move into those communities where they were most needed, and 
encouraging farmers in those communities to cooperate fuly with the 
operators of this machinery. 
Although during the peach harvesting season there was a surplus of 
farm labor in the county as a whole, the peach growers needed some help in 
locating workers to assist in their orchards and packing sheds. This was 
done through the help of the farm labor assistant who also assisted some 
of the laborers in finding work in orchards in adjoining counties. 
189 seasonal workers and 5 year-round workers were placed on 11 farms 
of Union County. 75 workers were assisted in obtaining employment in other 
counties. It is estimated that at least 60 workers not regularly engaged 
in agriculture did some farm work during peak seasons as a result of 
educational publicity and efforts of the volunteer leaders. 
Farmers have been encouraged throughout the year to make more efficient 
us of the equipment and labor which they have available on their own farms. 
By doing this they have been able to reduce the number of man days required 
to produce crops and livestock products. By improving their feeding pro­
grams through the use of improved pastures and annual grazing crops, live­
stock producers in the county have learned that less labor is required to 
care for their catle. 
The farm labor assistant and the county agent assisted farmers in 
obtaining the services of a crop dusting companies for dusting coton and 
peaches. Al of the farmers who made use of this service seemed to be wel 
satisfied and are convinced that this service has made it possible for them 
to obtain increased yields. A commercial fertilizer company and crop 
dusting company conducted one demonstration in top dressing smal grain by 
use of airplane. This demonstration 11a.s atended by approximately 300 
farm people. 
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Airplane applying fertilizer as a top 
dressing to smal grain at a demonstration 
conducted by a commercial fertilizer company 
and a crop dusting company. This demonstra­
tion was atended by approximately JOO farm people • 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Soil Conservation 
Soil conservation work for the year was in cooperation with the Broad 
River Soil Conservation District and the Soil Conservation Service. 
District Farm Plans: During the year 107 district farm plans have been prepared by the Soil Conservation Service technician working in the county. 
This brings to a total 373 farm plans in the county, with a total of 57,651 
acres under agreement. 
Terracing: There are two power terracing units operating in the county, by the County Soil Conservation Association. This year 645 acres were terraced 
by the outfits for 21 farmers. This brings to a total of 10,626 acres which 
have been terraced with pow-er units for 317 farmers since the beginning of the 
power terracing program in 1936. 
In addition to the above terracing program, 76 acres have been terraced on five farms by three farmer contractors using farm equipment. 
Farm Drainage: Farmers are becoming more and more interested in improving 
botomland by establishing drainage ditches. Information regarding blowing 
ditches with dynamite has been given throughout the year, this work being con­
ducted in cooperation with the Soil Conservation technicians. During the year 
four farmers used dynamite in establishing ditches to drain 85 acres of land. 
Soil Conservation Contest: 10 organized community groups including 187 
farms are competing in the soil conservation contest sponsored by the Spartan­
burg Herald-Journalo 
Essay Contest: The county agent cooperated in publishing the essay contest sponsored by the Soil Conservation District supervisors and the South Carolina 
Bankers Association, distributing a large number of buletins dealing with soil 
conservation and showing motion pictures in several schools. 935 essays were 
writen by students of Union County. 
Educational Activities: IDur:ing 1947 4 circular leters were issued, 45 informational news articles were published and 1,475 buletins regarding soil 
conservation were distributed. 15 radio programs included~; information and reconnn.endations regarding soil conservation programs. Soil conservation was 
discussed at 10 4-H club meetings and al club members were urged to take an 
active part in conserving and building up the soil on their farms. Some phase of soil conservation work was discussed in practicaly al meetings held by 
the agent during the year, and the program was also discusse.li with farmers 
when they caled at the county agent's office for advice. 
S of Soil Conservation Practices Established: 15 acres of kudzu 
were planted in 19 7 mald.ng a total of 2,0 acres in the county. 83 acres 
were planted to sericea lespedeza making a total of 1,713 acres in the county. 
47,000 lobloly seedlings were planted, 721 acres were terraced, 1,500 tons of lime and 780 tons of superphosphate were applied to fa.rm land. 
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10ver 2,000 acres of kudzu are now doing a good job of controling erosion 
on the farms of Union County. The two pictures below ilustrate the use being 
, made of kudzu • 
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-
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Kudzu has stabilized 
erosion and is furnish­
ing grazing on the farm 
of R. L. Young, R-2, 
Union, S. C. 
Erosion of road banks 
has been stabilized 
by kudzu on this road 
near Kely, Union 
County 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN 
CONNECTION WITH SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS 
1. No. group conferences Extension and SGS tenhnicians in county 
a. Atendance at these conferences 
2. No. conmunity·meetings with Soil Conservation District work 
a. Atendance at these meetings 
3. No. field meetings 
a. No. method demonstrations establishing practices 
l. Atendance 
b. No. meetings at demonstrations (observation§ 
l. Atendance 
4. No. farms on which county agent assisted with soil conservation farm planning 
5. Informational material on soil conservation 
a. No. informational circular leters 
b. No. informational news articleB' 
c. No. buletins (soil conservation) distributed 
d. No. radio programs (soil conservation) 
6. Soil conservation program with 4-H clubs 
7. No. contestants 4-H woil conservation contest 
8. No. demonstrations to establish farm drainage 
a. No. acres drained 
9. No. demonstrations maintenance drainage ditches 
10. No. demonstrations establish cover of summer or winter annuals or perennials for soil conservation 
11. No. method demonstrations farmer-built terraces a. Atendance 
12. No. method demonstrations terrace maintenance 
a. Atenaa.nce 
13. No. organized comaunities in county for soil conservation 
a. No. farms in these communities 
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30 
12 
1035 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
4 
45 
15 
10 
0 
4 
85 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
187 
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Throughout the year the county agent gave assistance and advice to farmers 
regarding their buml.ding problems. Plans for constructing new buildings and 
maldng repairs were furnished upon request. 4 dairy barns, 4 hog houses, 2 poultry 
houses, 1 sweet potato curing house and 1 box type silo were built according to recommendations furnished by the county agent. 
Rural Electrification 
The Broad River Electric Cooperative is now expanding their lines in 
Union County in order to furnish electricity to a large number of families 
to whom electricity has not been available in the past. 
Assistance was given one farmer in obtaining material and electricity for 
establishing an electricaly heated hot bed. Farmers have been urged to use 
electricity in order to increase the efficiency of their farms. 
Farm Machinery 
More efficient use of farm machinery in the county has been advocated 
and custom work by farmers owning fann equipment has been encouraged.· The 
supply of available farm machinery is very much below demand and as fast as it becomes available more and more farmers are mechanizing their farms. 
During the year one combine school and two tractor ~chools were held for the farmers of Union County 
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AGRONOMY 
Agronomy work in 1947 consisted of demonstrations and educational work 
with the major agronomy projects. 
Fertilizers 
One.county-wide meeting on fertilizer was held in the early part of the 
year. At this meeting the District Agent discussed fertilizers and their relations to the soil and crop production. The county agent discussed ferti­
lizers and their relation to crop production at community meetings throughout 
the year. 
The county agent assisted farmers with their fertilizer problems by 
recommending the kind and amount of fertilizer to be used on various crops and under various soil conditions. Twenty-four soil samples were taken from 
farms in Union County and sent to Clemson for analysis. 
Farmers were encouraged through circular leters, news articles, meetings, 
radio programs and personal contacts to obtain superphosphate and limestone 
as grants-of-aid through the Production and Marketing Administration program 
and were given advice as to which crops those materials should be applied 
and the rate of application. During the year 780 tons of superphosphate and 1,500 tons of limestone were received by farmers of Union County under the 
Purchase Order Plan. 
Cover Crops 
Union County farmers were encouraged to use vetch, Dixie Wonder peas and 
Austrian winter peas as winter cover crops. Farmers were given instructions 
as to reconmended practices in p1mperly inoculating and seeding these crops. During 1947 farmers of Union County received through the Production and 
Marketing Administration, 14,823 pounds of vetch, 13,930 pounds of Dixie 
Wonder Peas and 37,275 pounds of Austrian winter peas to be planted as cover 
crops. 
Cover Crops Demonstrations: Two demonstrations were conducted to show the yield of green mater obtained from Dixie fonder Peas as compared with that 
obtained from the regular Austrian Winter Field Peas. The folowing results 
were obtained: 
Summary Winter Legumes Demonstration 
Dixie Wonder Peas Re~. Austrian Winter Peas Name Acres Cost T. Gr. Mater Acres Cost T. Gr. Mater 
J. Ryan Jeter 4 $45.60 22.4 1 $12.20 J.28 F. P. Bogan 1.5 13.75 2.95 1.5 12.75 1.36 
TOTALS >·> i>9.3> 2>.3> 2.; J24.9; 4.t>Ii Avera~e Per Acre !10.79 Ii.bl i 9.98 1.8b 
In both of these demohstrations both varieties of peas winter kiled to 
some extent, but the Dixie Wonder peas apparently kiled more than the regular 
Austrian Winter field peas. This was more than offset, however, by the extra amount of growth obtained by the Dixie Wonder peas. 
The planting of kudzu and sericea lespedeza was encouraged. Union County 
farmers established 15 acres of kudzu and 83 acres of sericea lespedeza in 1947. 
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Coton Production 
Farmers have been encouraged to use beter planting seed and to treat al coton seed before planting. Farmers of the county obtained approximately ten tons of seed direct from the breeder for planting their 1947 crop. They have also been encouraged to increase their yields per acre of coton through use of more fertilizers and beter cultural practices. Information regarding the "Seven Steps to Profitable Coton Production in South Carolina" has been made available through newspapers, cricular leters and radio. 
Five-Acre Coton Im rovement Demonstrations: Thirteen Union County farmers completed -Acre Coton provement emonstrations. A SUIIlary of these demon-strations folows: 
Summary Results Five-Acre Coton ImErovement Demonstrations Lbs. Seed Lbs. Value Cost Name Coton Lint Cro;e Prod. 
R. S. Adams 8420 3370 $1280.40 $ 513.63 w. G. Bishop 6580 2630 999.60 458.45 c. B. Bankhead 7200 2880 1094.40 441.98 H. E. Crocker 6850 2780 1052.40 445.37 J. F. Faucet 9085 3635 1381.20 504.51 John w. Faucet 9320 3730 1427.20 531.80 
N. W. Faucet 7375 2950 1121.00 466.79 Harold Fowler 7885 3155 1198.80 496.96 C. G. Garner 6550 2620 995.60 454.22 Mobley L. Jeter 7610 3045 1157.00 495.37 
J. C. Mobley 7460 2975 1134.20 521.35 E.W. Palmer 1035 2815 1069.60 498.79 L. H. Sanders 8735 3495 1328.00 481.36 
TOTALS 100105 40080 $15239.40 $6310.58 
AVERAGE YIELD LINT PER ACRE POUNDS. • . . AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE. • 
Net Profit 
$ 766.77 541.15 652.42 607.03 876.69 
895.40 654.21 701.84 541.38 661.63 612.85 570.Sl 846.64 
$8928.82 
• 616.7 
.$234.45 AVERAGE COST PER POUND OF LINT •• • . . • 15.7¢ 
Cost Per Lb. Lint Variety 
15.2¢ C 100 W 17.4¢ C 100 Vl 15.3¢ C 100 VI 16.1¢ Stonewilt 
13.9¢ D & PL 
¼-3¢ C 100 W 16.2¢ C 100 W 15.8¢ C 100 W 17.3¢ C 100 W 16.3¢ Cleveland #5 17.5¢ C 100 W 17.7¢ Stonewilt #6 13.8¢ C 100 W 
Summary Coton Demonstration Records, 1938 -1947: Folowing is a year~ sunnnary of the results of the five-acre coton contest demonstrations in Union County for the period 1938-1947: 
Year 
1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 
1947 
Summary Results of Coton Contest Demonstrations, 19a8-1947 Number Lbs. Lint Value Cost Profit Demons. Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre 
12 506 $ 61.74 $ 27.24 $ 34.50 16 415 46.60 22.82 23.96 
12 583 66.39 25.94 4o.45 4 300 65.78 31.41 34.37 
4 
10 
17 13 
452 
863 673.7 616.6 
105.85 
229.78 279.58 
234.45 
29 
41.64 
76.99 83.71 
97.08 
64.21 
152.79 195.87 
137.37 
Corn Production 
During 1947 efforts to increase the yield of corn in Union County were continued. Farmers were encouraged to plant improved seed, use green manure crops, make liberal applications of commercial fertilizers and space their 
corn closer. 
Hybria Corn: Farmers of Union County have not yet found a variety of 
hybrid corn which seems to meet the needs of al sections of the county. 
They have been planting smal acreages to various varieties in order to test them. Of al hybrid varieties planted in the county most farmers seem to 
like Tennessee #10 best. 
Three farmers cooperated with the County Agent in conducting hybrid corn demonstrations in which local varieties were used as checks. Summaries 
of these demonstrations folows: 
1. Summary of Hybrid Corn Demonstration - Farm of J.B. Stone Yield Bu. Cost Cost Value Profit Variety Per Acre Per Acre Per Bu. Per A. Per Acre 
Funk's G-714 Local 
Difference In Favor of Hybrid 
39.5 20.2 
19.3 
$39.77 37.71 
$1.01 1.82 
.Bl 
$ 79.00 40.20 
$ 38.80 
$ 39.23 
2.49 
$ 36.74 
The ears of Funk's G-714 were fairly wel covered by the shucks and showed litle or no weevil damage in the field. The stalks showed a tendency toward being weak and some of them were down. 
2. Summary of Hybrid Corn Demonstration - Farm of B. B. Vanderford Yield Bu. Cost Cost Value Profit 
Variety Per Acre Per Acre Per Bu. Per Acre Per Acre 
Woods S-315 46 $ 41.35 $ .90 $ 92.00 $ 5o.65 Local 31 40.40 1.30 62.00 21.60 
Difference in Favor of Hybrid 15 $ .40 $ 30.00 $ 29.05 
3. Summary of Hybrid Corn Demonstration - Farm of J. R. Jeter Yield Bu. Cost Cost Value Profit Variety Per Acre Per Acre Per Bu. Per Acre Per Acre 
Woods V-45 38.2 $ 39.40 $ 1.03 $ 76.40 $ 37.00 Local 33.2 38.l.,.5 1.16 66.40 27.95 
Difference in E,;vor of Hybrid 5 $ .13 $ 10.00 $ 9.05 
In the three demonstrations summarieed above the hybrid varieties showed a definite advantage over the local open-polinated varieties in yield per 
acre, value per acre, and profit per acre. The three hybrid varieties pro­duced an average yield of 37.9 bushels per acre while the local varieties 
produced an average yield of 28.l bushels - an increase of 9.8 bushels per acre. 30 
One fanner conducted a demonstration in order to compare two varieties 
of hybrid corn. In this demonstration no opern-polinated variety was used as a check. A sunnnary of this demonstration folows: 
Variety 
Funk's G-717 Funk's G-714 
Summary Hybrid Corn Demonstration 
Acres 
1 
1 
Yield Cost 
27 $5'1.26 26 51.26 
Cost Per Bu. 
$1.90 1.97 
Value 
$54.oo 52.00 
Profit 
$ 2.74 .74 
This demonstration was heavily fertilized, but the dry weather cut the production per acre to a point where the cost was practicaly the same as 
the value. 
Corn Production Demonstrations: Thirteen 3-acre corn production demon­strations were conducted by adult farmers and 4-H club members. These demon­strations were divided into two groups - botomland corn and upland corn. A sunnnary of these deµionstrations folows: 
1. Corn Production Demonstrations -Botomland Yield Yield Bu Cost 
Name Varietz Acres Bus. Per A. Cost Per Bu. Value Profit 
Walace Wilson Tenn. #"JJJ 3 283.5 94.5 $173.37 $0.60 $567.00 $393.63 c. B. Bankhead Tenn.#10 3 183.0 61.0 101.05 o.55 366.oo 264.95 B. B. Vanderford Local ' 3 109.2 36.4 95.50 0.87 218.50 122.90 Y. E. Holcomb Tenn. 3 84.0 28.0 93.l.4 1.11 168.00 74.86 Red Cob 
TOTALS 12 659.7 $463.06 $1319.40 $856.34 Average per Acre 55.o 38.59 .70 109.95 71.36 
2. Corn Production Demonstrations - UEland Yield Yield Bu Cost 
Name Variety Acres Bus. Per A. Cost Per Bu. Value Profit 
Walace W:i.l.son, Jr. Tenn.#10 3 18103 60.6 $146.08 $0.80 $363.60 $217.52 N. W. Faucet Ibathi. ts P. 3 165.o 55.o 109.63 .66 333.00 223.37 J. R. Jeter Local 3 123.6 41.2 115.35 .93 247.20 131.85 Y. E. Holcomb Tenn. RC 3 117.9 39.3 107.80 .91 235.80 128.00 Joe Wilson Tenn.#10 3 117.0 39.0 126.60 1.08 234.oo 107.40 R. S. Adams Local 3 109.5 36.5 106.12 .97 219.00 112.88 Bily J. Bailes Woods GD 3 103.2 34.4 90.95 .88 206.40 115.45 c_. A. Grainger Local 3 96.0 32.0 162.15 1.69 192.00 29.85 Marion Wiliams Dalis RC 3 6o.3 20.1 99.55 1.65 120.60 21.05 
TOTALS 27 1074.3 $1064.23 $2151.60 $1087.37 , Average per Acre 39.3 39.42 .99 79.69 40.27 er bu. 
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Grain Sorghum 
In an effort to £arniliarize Union County farmers with the low-growing 
or dwarf type of grain sorghum, demonstrations were conducted, using three 
different varieties. A summary of these demonstrations folows: 
Summary Grain Sorghum Demonstrations, 1947 Yield  Yield Per 
Name Acres Pounds Acre Lbs. Value Cost Profit Variety 
J.B. Stone 1.0 1,900 
' J.B. Stone 1.0 1,600 
· John and 
Bily Joe Bailes 2.5 5,625 
Totals 4.5 9,125 
Average Per Acre 
1,900 
1,600 
2,250 
$61.75 $36.35 $24.90 
52.00 36.35 15.15 
182.31 104.40 78.41 
$296.56 $178.10 $118.46 2,028 65.90 39.58 26.32 
Field of grain sorghum grown by John and 
Bily Joe Bailes, 4-I club members of 
Union County. 
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Martin's 
Com. Milo 
Dwarf 
Hegari 
Plainsman 
Smal Grains 
An increase in the acreage and the per acre yields of smal grains in Union County has been encouraged in order to produce an ample supply of feed 
for the increased number of livestock in the county. By seeding smal grains farmers can take advantage of the fact that the moisture content of the soil 
is greater during the growing season than it is during the growing season of · 
corn. 
Oats Production: One demonstration in the production of oats wasJcompleted. 
A sunnnary of this demonstration folows: 
Summary of Oats Demonstration --Variety -Fulgrain 
Total Bus. Per Cost 
Farmer Acres Yield Acre Cost Per Bu. Value Profit 
B. B. Vanderford 4 160 40 $115.36 72¢ $160.00 $ 44.64 
COST PER ACRE. VALUE PER ACRE. 
PROFIT PER ACRE. • 
. . . . . . $ 28.84 40.00 11.16 
Barley Production: One demonstration in the production of barley was 
completed during 1947. A summary of this demonstration folows: 
Summary of Barley Demonstration Conducted by Sam Hawkins 
Total Bus. Per Cost 
Variety Acres Yield Acre Cost Per Bu. Value Profit 
Maret 1s 8 
COST PER ACRE • :VALUE PER ACRE • 
PROFIT PER ACRE. 
320 
• • 
• 
40 
• 
$193.15 
• $ 24.16 60.00 35.84 
60¢ $ 480.00 $286.85 
Wheat Production: Two demonstrations in wheat production were completed 
during 1947. A summary of these demonstrations folows: 
Summary of Wheat Production Demonstrations 
Total Bu. Per Cost Per Farmer Variety Acres Yield Acre Cost Bushel Value Profit 
B. B. Vanderford Red Hart 5 145 29 $153.18 $1.06 $362.50 $209.32 R. o. Lawson Unknown 3 60 20 74.36 1.24 150.00 75.64 
TOTALS 8 20.5 $327.54 $512.50 $284.96 Average per Acre 26.4 40.94 64.06 35.62 
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Legumes for H~ 
Cowpeas for Hay: One demonstration in the production of cowpea hay was 
comp~eted. A si.nrunary of this demonstration folows: 
Summary of Cowpea Hay Demonstration Conducted by R. o. Lawson 
Yields Tons Cost Profit 
Acres Tons Per Acre Cost Per Ton Value Profit Per Ton 
l 2  2 $36.27 $18.13½ $60.00 $23.73 $11.86 
Soybeans for Hay: One demonstration in the production of soybean hay was 
completed. A summary of this demonstration folows: 
Summary of Soybean Hay Demonstration Conducted by R. O. Lawson 
Yields Tons Cost Profit 
Acres Tons Per Acre Cost Per Ton Value Profit Per Acre 
2.5 $92.15 $24.57 $112.50 $20.35 $8.14 
Annual Grazing Crops 
' Annual Grazing Crops: Al farmers have been urged to make maximum. use of 
annual grazing crops, both winter and summer, in order to supplement their 
permanent pastures and reduce the feed cost. A larger acreage is now being 
used for annual grazing than ever before in Union County. 
Winter Grazing: Two beef catle farmers conducted 3 winter grazing demon­
strations. A summary of these folows: 
Name 
J.B. Stone 
J.B. Stone 
summary Winter Grazing Demonstration 
Crop or Cost 
Acres Crop Mixture Cost Per A. 
3 
4 
Barley, oats $58.40 $19.47 Rye grass, 
crimson clover 
Barley, oats $72.Bo $18.20 
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Remarks 
Started grazing Nov. 7, 1946 
Catle were rotated between 
this plot and another grazing 
plot. Grazing ended April 28, 1947. Animal units of 
grazing -1200. Acreage to 
be increased in fal of 1947. 
Approximately 1100 animal 
units days of grazing until 
April 3, 1947. 35 bu. per acre of mixture of oats and 
barley combined. 
. 
\· I 
Summary of Winter Grazing Denonstrations -continued 
Crop or Cost 
Name Acres Crop Mixture Cost Per A. Remarks 
A.G. Kennedy 4 Oats, barley $222.40 $55.60 Crimson Clover This plot furnished an abun­dance of grazing for up to 
30 head of yearling steers and heifers. Catle were rotated from this plot to 
other grazing. Grazing started 
Nov. 5, 1946 and continued intermitently until late 
spring of 1947. Estimated 1200 animal units of grazing. 
---------~ 
Beef catle grazing on Mixture of Barley, Oats 
Rye grass and Crimson Clover on the farm of 
J.B. Stone, located in the Kely Conununity. 
This was one of the grazing demonstrations summarized above. 
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Summer Grazing: Dairymen have been urged to plant such crops as Pearl milet and SW"eet sudan grass as a supplement to permanent pastures during the summer 
when we frequently have extended periods o4 dry weather which deplete the soil 
moisture and greatly reduce the amount of grazing available in permanent pastures. 
Most of the dairymen are now seeding some acreage to these swnmer grazing crops. 
One demonstration in the use of pearl milet was conducted. A summary of this 
demonstration folows: 
Summary of Milet Grazing Demonstration 
Name A6res 
R. O. Lawson 2 
Cost 
$39.10 
Remarks 
10 cows were grazed l hour per day after roiJking, five deys per week fi,mn first 
week in June until August 10th. Farmer 
states this grazing contributed greatly 
to high milk production during this period. 
Tal Meadow Fescue: Until the fal of 1947 tal meadow fescue had not 
been planted in Union County. Several farmers have become interested in this 
crop for grazing both dairy and beef catle and during the late summer of 1947 
the county agent assisted seven farmers in obtaining seed of the Kentucky #31 and Alta varieties. Most of these farmers are planting only a smal acreage 
in order that they may determine whether or not this crop wil be suitable for their farms in a larger acreage. 
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Permanent Pastures 
There· is a great need in Union County for improving permanent pastures 
and in establishing new pastures. Throughout 1947 farmers were encouraged 
to clear botomland and seed it to pasture grasses and legumes, and to 
improve the pastures already established by the use of ground limestone and fertilizer and the addition of seed where the pasture mixture was not com­
plete. Farmers were urged to take advantage of the agricultural conserva­
tion program by securing limestone and superphosphate to be applied to their 
pastures. 
Pasture Demonstration: In tl1e spring of 1947 one permanent pasture 
demonstrations was started on the farm of Pinclrney Berr.r of Union. This 
demonstration was divided into four plots, varying amounts of limestone 
and fertilizers being applied to three of the plots and the other plot 
being left untreated as a check. The folowing observation sheet shovrs the results obtained on this demonstration. 
Clearing botomland. in preparation of seeding permanent 
pasture mixture on the farm of Pinckney Berry of Union. 
In Union County there are large acreages of fertile 
botomlands such as shown above which have grown up in 
wilows, alders, etc., and are bring in no income for the farmers. 
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O;JS}':RV.-.TIONS: PASTFrC n:;-.~ CJSIR:SION 
County __ U_m_·_o_n ______ ?arm __ Pinc_· _kn_e=-y_B _ eIT__,Y,__ _____ _ Loc,3.t.ion 3 mi. South Union -~~---'-----"-C.C.C..--------
Soi1 Ty-pe Congaree Silt Loam 
Date Checked 9 / 4 / 47 
Upland or Botomland 
-W. J. Martin 
C'~)Eerver W. H. Craven 
Botomland Dc.te Establi~hed Februa.zy, 1947 
Other Ob:ervers S. A. Redfern 
E: 90-100 
I I Plot: No. 
1 
I Treatment 
1
1 T. Lime !J 600 'fl supe~hoft 2~ I *-~ -1-~:>.L ! I 
_,_ ,r ---- -
--
il'J-: 80-90 S: 60-70 F: 40-,SO F • lca.:.J.u:ce -l'.fone 
Grasses 1e?"umes I I Co:n.~it.i on I -.--B---mu-cA~~---1--.--.,---,Hr""-:-~:--~:----:----:---~1--~~rJ--c..c.c=:.:.=.c.-=.-,---11 = u.q. ' l l s 1 '1- di"! · v 1 -,lrea I ' Average I al . l Blu ~ 3Spei- • . iua ~ HoT1 ; . is .E l\V. ~.,;:!lJ mm,b,. , 1 'J.' Av. I Vicor v:e· ds; J.v. r2.tin, 
VG G s G I, VG ,1 G I I I I 
I 
p I 
l G . G VG E VG 1 G 
I, i I 
1
1 T. ,Lime 
2 /I 6.00 ; , supen>hc 200 if M.Pot. j' 
I r:!f"lf"I 'J_ Q, -,.. 
VG G s 'I G 11 E VG p I G E E E VG 
3 Ii/ 
4 fl; 
7 
8 
9 
w co 10 
.i 'l' i.ime 
600 # Superphoi 
200 # M. Pot. 
Check 
I 
I 
VG G s I I 
VG s p 
G  G I G p G G G E VG G 
s s s s s G E VG -S 
Remarks: This demonstration shows outstanding response to treatments for the irst season and is an excelent pasture. 
Sod is much more dense on plots 1 and 2. Stand of lespedeza and white clover is thicker and more vigorous on plot 2 
than on other plots. Has been noted throughout the season that grazing was much heavier on treated plots. Grass on 
check plot nmv tal but wel grased on treated areas. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Animal husbandry work in Union County in 1947 included educational work with farmers raising swine and beef catle. 
Swine: The production of pork for use on the farm was encouraged and 
information distributed regarding feeding practices and conservation of pork 
products. Information and advice was given regarding the control of diseases 
and insects and regarding recommended sanitary practices. The use of purebred 
boars and purebred or high-grade gilts was emouraged. The interest in beter quality swine has increase considerably among both adult farmers and 4-H Club 
members. 
Purebred Sires: The folowing table shows the purebred sires placed 
with adult farmers and 4-H Club members in 1947. 
Recora of Purebred Boars Placed in 1947 
Name No. Boars Breed Age Price 
Farmers 
Mobley Jeter l Poland China 8 wks $ 2,.00 Jack Thompson l Poland China 8 wks 2,.00 W. D. Palmer l Poland China 8 wks 2,.00 Jaznes Knox 1 Poland China 8 wks 2,.00 J. F. Orr l Poland China 11 wks 50.00 
4-H Club Boys 
Bily Joe Bailes l Poland China 8 wks 25.oo Carson DeBnuhl 1 Poland China 8 wks 25.00 Walace Wilson, Jr. 1 Poland China 6 mos. 15.oo 
TOTAL PLACED 8 $ 215.oo 
Purebred Gilts: A record of the purebred gilts placed with farmers and 4-H Club members folows: 
Summary Purebred Gilts Placed in 1947 
Name No. Gilts Breed Age Price Farmers 
Gene Dent 3 Poland China 11 mos. $ 260.00 Mobley Jeter 2 Poland China 8 wks. 50.00 Sam Parks 1 Poland China 8 wks. 25.oo Charlie Thompson l Poland China 8 wks. 2,.00 Jim Jeter l Poland China 8 wks. 2s.oo Clyde 01Del 1 Poland China 8 wks. 25.oo c. S. Ivey l Poland China 8 wks. 2,.00 R. B. Adams l Poland China 8 wks. 2,.00 B. F. Nance 1 Poland China 8 wks. 25.oo B. c. Ivey 1 Poland China 11 wks. 50.00 David Jeter 1 Poland China 11 wks. 50.00 
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Summary Purebred Gilts Placed (continued) 
Name No. Gilts Breed Age Price 
4-H C 1 ub Boys 
Alen Litle 1 Poland China. 8 wks $ 20.00 Bily Joe Bailes a Poland China 8 wks 10.00 Jimmy Bail es 1 Poland China. 8 wks 35.oo Marvin White 1 Poland China 8 wks 35.00 
TOTAL PLACED 19 $745.oo 
Beef Catle 
The farmers of Union County are continuing to make progress in improving the quality of their catle. The county agent has worked with these farmers 
throughout the year advising with them on various problems, including .f eed.ing 
and marketing. The use of improved permanent pastures and annual grazing 
crops has been advocated, and even tho the weather conditions have been un­favorable during the fal a large number of excelent grazing plots were seeded. 
Annual grazing demonstrations are reported under Agronomy. 
Twelve Union County farmers participated in a tour of several beef catle 
farms in adjoining counties for the purpose of observing annual grazing crops 
being used. Several of these farmers expressed their interest in using grazing crops and it is believed that this tour has increase the number of acres planted 
for winter grazing in Union County this fal. 
Farmers are being encouraged to make roaximmn use of lime and fertilizer 
in improving their pastures and are also be:ing encouraged to add desirable 
grasses and legumes to their pastures where necessary. 
Pureb;c~ Catle: A record of the purebred catle placed with Union County farmers during 1947 folows: 
Summary Beef Catle Placed with Farmers, 1947 
Name No. Placed Sex Breed Price 
Bruce White l Male Aberdeen-Angus $ 375.oo Bruce White 9 Female Aberdeen-Angus 1800.00 J.B. Stone 4 Female Hereford 500.00 Hugh Jeter 1 Male Hereford 300.00 
TOTAL PLACED 15 $ 2975.00 
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DAIRYING 
Extension work in dairying in 1947 included educational activities in 
the placing of purebred sires, use of annual grazing crops, permanent pastures, 
construction of dairy buildings and use of dairy equipment, marketing, milk 
production for family use and parasite control. 
Purebred Sires: Three purebred Guernsey buls were purchased for use 
in the County Bul Program. Assistance was given in placing one purebred 
Guernsey and two purebred Jersey buls with farmers of the county. Approxi­
mately 30 purebred Bairy buls are now in use in the county and are so 
located that one is available to every farm. A summary of the purebred 
buls placed in Union County in 1947 folows: -
Name 
Bob Bogan M. C. Page 
Union County 
Montague Hopkins 
TOTAL PLACED 
Summary Purebred Buls Placed in 1947 
No. Place 
1 
1 
3 
1 
6 
Farmers 
Breed 
Jersey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
4-H Club Member 
Jersey 
Price 
$ 2.s.00 3.5.oo 315.oo 
35.00 
$ 470.00 
Purebred Cows and Heifers: Farmers and 4-H Club members were assisted 
in obtaining purebred cows and heifers and were also assisted in completing and keeping their registration papers up to date. A summary of the placing 
of purebred cows and heifers folows: 
Summary Purebred Cows and Heifers Placed, 1947 
Name No. Placed Breed Price Farmers 
R. O. Lawson 1 Guernsey $ 1.s.00 Jordan Brothers 1 Guernsey 230.00 M. C. Page 1 Guernsey 1.so.00 
4-H Club Members 
Montague Hopkins 2 Jersey 100.00 Floyd Lunsford l Jersey 15.oo Bily Joe Baile s l Guernsey 150.00 Nancy Aycock l Guernsey 1.50.00 John Bailes 1 Guernsey 85.oo Marion '{iliams 1 Guernsey 1.s.s.00 Reid Palmer 1 Guernsey 190.00 
TOTAL PLACED 11 $1360.00 
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Feeding Program: Cormercial dairymen, 4-H Club members and owners of 
family milk cows were encouraged to make maximum use of annual grazing crops and to improve their permanent pastures through the use of lime and commer­
cial fertilizers, planting additional seed where necessary and eradication of weeds. The importance of the production of quality roughages was stressed. A summary of the annual grazing demonstrations is listed undAr Agronomy. 
Da:i.ry Buildings: Advice and assistance were given dairymen who were in 
need of additional buildings. During the year four grade A type dairy barns, 
1 heifer barn, 1 milk room, and 1 box type silo were constructed by dairy 
farmers. 
Marketing 
Dairy Catle: Farmers were given advice during the year in marketing 
family milk cows. Five farmers were assisted in marketing 14 dairy catle 
at a value of $1,527.00. 
Milk: At present there is no problem of obtaining a local market for 
al the Grade A milk produced in Union County. A few farmers have increased 
their herds and improved their equipment during 1947 and are now seling Grade A milk for the first time. 
4-H Dairy Calf Club Work 
Dairy Calf Club work was stressed during 1947. Seven members were assisted in obtaining eight registered dairy heifers. Eighteen club members now own one or more registered animals. A summary of the dairy calf club demonstrations completed are given below: -
SUIll.cLcy" Dai:Z Calf Club Demonstrations 2 1947 Number 
Name Animals Value Cost Profit 
Nancy Aycock 1 $ 211.00 $ 162.05 $ 48.95 Bily Joe Bailes 1 263.75 203.88 59.!7 John Bailes 1 170.00 117.JO 52.70 Mack Cunningham 1 75.00 45.20 29.30 Richard Dawkins 1 330.30 164.60 165.70 Weldon Eaves 2 455.50 312.50 143.00 Kedrick Garner 1 35.00 30.00 5.00 Kenneth Garret 1 30.00 43.00 13.00 (loss) George So Glenn, Jr. 2 340.00 234.65 105.35 Montague Hopkins 2 218.00 166.00 52.00 Donald Lancaster 2 210.00 185000 2,.00 Emslie Lawson 1 50.00 43.00 1.00 Ernest Litle 1 75.00 33.00 42.00 Floyd Lunsford 1 148.oo 111.50 36.50 Connie Miler 1 75.00 58.oo 17.00 John C. Morris 2 640.50 369.30 271.20 Broadus Nance, Jr. 1 100.00 71 • .50 28 • .50 
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Summary Dairy Calf Club Demonstrations (continued) 
Number 
Name Animals Value Cost Profit 
Reid.Palmer 1 $ 2hO.OO $ 194.25 $ 45.75 Douglas Parkins 1 60.00 45.oo 15.oo George Ponder 1 213.50 137.1.0 76.40 Lewis Scot 1 200.00 184.50 15.50 Wiliam Sealy 1 30.00 17.50 12.50 Gerald Stevens 1 35.oo 16.65 18.35 Joe Tucker 1 14.00 10.65 3.35 J. D. Turner, Jr. 1 280.00 243.50 36.50 Marians Wiliams 2 325.oo 257.75 67.25 Arthur Wilard 1 65.oo 44.oo 21.00 .John Wilson 1 40.00 45.oo 5.oo Lamar Horne 4 1654. 75 881.72 773.03 Ralph Childers 1 426.Go 224.oo 202.30 · Bily Gee Farr. 1 40.00 31.00 9.00 
TOTAL 40 $7,051.10 ~~ 4,683.10 $2,368.00 Average Per Animal 176.28 117.08 
Bily Joe Bailes, member of the Union Co. 4-H Dairy Calf Club trains his Guernsey 
Senior calf in preparation for exhibiting at 
the Union County Fair and Pie&nont Interstate Fair. Bily Joe won first in fiting and mowing 
at the Union Co. Fair, in competition with 12 other club members. 43 
59.20 
(loss) 
Exhibits: Eighteen dairy calf club animals were shown at the Union 
County Fair by 13 club members where they competed in the 4-H Calf Club 
Show sponsored by the Arthur State Bank and the junior and open classes 
sponsored by the fair association. Prizes amounted to $296.50. Four 
animaJ.s were emibited at the Piedmont Interstate Fair at Spartanburg 
winning $8.00 in prizes. 
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ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Extension work in entomology and plant pathology in 1947 consisted primarily of giving timely information and advice regarding the control 
of various insects and diseases. 
Bol Weevil: Bol weevil damage in Uni.on County during 1947 was quite severe even tho farmers probably used more poison than in a.ey previous year. The county agent made weekly checks of coto11; fields in different sections of the county in order to detennine the infestation and kept farm people advised as to the damage being done. Farmers were encouraged to use poison and to pick up squares in an effort to control the weevil. Through the efforts of the fam labor assistant, approximately 150 acres of coton were dusted 
by airplane using BHC -DDT. 
A large number of farmers have stated that poisoning during 1947 meant the difference between suffering a loss on their coton crop and in making a fair profit. In order to get a rather close estimate as to the benefits gained from poisoning, two farmers were asked to fil out ~uestionnaires, a summary of which folows: 
Summary of ~uestionnaires on Bol Weevil Poisonin~ 
Name No. Of Kind of Cost Per Est. Increase Of Farmer Applications Poison Amount Acre P Per. A. Lint (Material) 
Foster Mobley 2 BHC-DDT 10 lbs. $5.oo 250 3 1-1-1 3½ gals. 2.40 
Mobley Jeter 1 BHC-DDT 10 lbs. 2.50 409 2 1-1-1 4 gals. 2.60 
Garden Insectsz During 1947 farmers were encourgged to make every possible atempt to control garden insects in order to increase the production of vege­tables for home use and for market. Timely infomation regarding the use of various insecticides was distributed. A number of farmers caled at the county agent's office throughout the year to discuss their problems and to obtain infomation. 
Weevil Control in Grain: Farmers were advised to fumigate stored grain on the farm in order to reduce weevil damageo This practice is being folowed by more and more farmers each year. 
Seed Treatment: Most of the farmers of Union County are now folowing Extension Service reconmendations in treating coton seed before planting, 
and a rapidly increasing number are treating al grain seed before planting. 
This practice has been encouraged through the year and information distributed at the proper season. 
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Fruit Insects and Diseases: Cornnercial. peach growers of the county 
have come to real.ize that if they are to raise quality peaches which they can sel for a high price they must control insects and diseases. As a result of this realization they are now folowing more closezy-than ever before the extension recommendations regarding spraying schedules and other practices of control of insects and diseases. During the spring of 1947 29,000 oriental. fruit moth parasites were obtained by eight peach growers and released in their orchards. 
As a result of control measures taken by peach growers of the county a high quality crop of peaches which was relatively free of insects and disease damage was produced in 1947. 
Chinch Bug: Farmers have been advised to plan their crop rotations in order to beter control chinch bugs. One demonstration in controling chinch 
bugs through the use of sabadila dust was conducted with excelent results. In a corn field'Which was planted adjoining a field of wheat, chinch bugs were spreading from the wheat field to the corn and was on the first four rows of corn when sabadila was applied. Three applications applied within a 6-day period completely eliminated the chinch bugs. 
Aphids on Shade Trees: During the summer a large number of shade trees became very badly infested with aphids and through the efforts of the county agent the services of the Carolina Tree Service were obtained for spraying these trees with nicotine sulphate. This work was dop.e on l lawns in the city of Union with ·excelent results. 
Livestock Parasites: Farmers have been urged to take al possible steps to control both internal and external parasites of livestock. An increased number of fanners are now folowing the practice of dusting and spraying catle in an effort to control catle lice and warbles. 
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FORESTRY 
Forestry extension work in 1947 included woodland examinations and marking, tree planting, 4-H club work, and advice in fire prevention, forest 
insects and marketing. 
Woodland Examinations: Farmers were encouraged to folow cuting practices which would enable them to improve their stand of t:iJD.ber rather than cuting 
al the trees or a large number of them and damaging the others which practice 
has been folowed to some extent in the past. They are encouraged to take 
advantage of the services offered by the Extension Service and State Connnission 
of Forestry and have their timber examined by a competant forester and to 
folow his recommendations. 1,595 acres were examined for seven farmers and 600 acres were marked for selective cuting. A summary of the woodland exami­
nations in Union County folows: 
Summary Woodland Examination and Marking 
Landowner 
Mobley L. Jeter A. P. Bogan 
John M. Litle, Jr. 
Mrs. J.M. Harrison 
B. F. Adams W. M. Scaife M. T. & J. R. Jeter 
Wiliam Coleman 
Lewis P. Hopkins 
TOTALS 9 farmers 
No. Acres No. Acres 
Examined Marked 
200 30 300 225 65 30 145 300 110 40 500 
175 15 
1,595 600 
No. Bd. Ft. 
Marked 
261,610 43,220 290,860 43,720 
122,170 
92,500 
854,080 
Tree Plamting: During the 1946-47 panting season 47,000 lobloly pine seelings were planted by farmers of Union County. A summary of these 
plantings folows: 
Summary Planting of Lobloly Pine Seedlings 
Name 
w. N. Beaty 
Mary L. K. Berry 
Alice v. Brewington G. Berry Dawkins 
C. C. Fowler '\"[. J. Jones 
Mrs. T. A. Litlejohn 
G. A. 01Shields 
Sam Parks Fred Smith 
Earl C. Teague 
TOTALS 11 farmers 
Number 
Address Seedlings 
Union 
Union 
Union Santuck 
Jonesvile 
Union 
Jonesvile 
Union 
Union Union 
Union 
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3,000 5,ooo 2,000 2,000 5,ooo 5,ooo 5,ooo 5,ooo 5,ooo 5,ooo 5,ooo 
47,000 
During the summer and fal 19 fanners placed orders through the county 
agent Is office for 129,000 lobloly seedlings to be planted during the 1947-48 
planting season. Al farmers have been encouraged to use more care in seting 
out seedlings in order to obtain a beter survival. 
4-H Club Work: Forestry jln.structions were given to 95 Union County 4-H 
Club members who atended the annual 4-H Club Camp. Instructions were also 
given to four members atending the State 4-H Conservation Camp. Improved 
forestry practices were discussed at one or more meeting at each of the 4-H 
Clubs in the col.llty. Club members were encouraged to take more interest in 
the woodlands on their home farms and take definite steps to protect them 
from damage by fire. 
On Arbor Day the Sa.ntuc Comm'Wti.ty 4-H Club conducted an Arbor Day program 
which was atended by 53 pupils. At the close of this program a cork oak 
seedling was set out on the school grounds. 
Fire P:fevention: The public was encouraged to take steps in preventing 
forest fires and to extinguish any fires that might occur accidentaly. 
During Fire Prevention Vfeek 2 circular leters, 4 news articles, 1 paid news 
paper advertisement and 1 radio program were prepared, al dealing with the 
el:iJnination of fire hazards and prevention of fires in general. Book markers 
urging the prevention of forest fires were distributed to 4-H club members. 
General: Throughout the year the county agent has conferred with farmers 
regarding their forestry problems and giving whatever suggestions and assistance 
he could in solving them. Up-to-date lists of saw mils operating in the 
county and pulpwood buyers are kept avail~ble at·the county agent's office and 
furnished to farmers upon request. 
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FOUR -H CLUB WORK 
Boys' 4-H club work during 1947 was conducted with twelve organized boys' 4-H clubs with an enrolment of 201. Regular meetings were held 
with each club. 
Summary of Enrolment and Completions: Folowing is given a summary 
of enrolment and completions by clubs: 
Summary 4-H Club Enrolment and Completions 
NJillber Members Com:eleting Percent of Members 
Name of Club Enroled Number Completions Completing Demons. 
Coleraine 6 3 4 5o Cross Keys 11 10 12 91 
Kely-Pinckney 13 9 9 69 Jonesvile Grammar 21 18 20 86 
Jonesvile High 13 10 10 77 Lockhart Junior 33 9 9 27 Lockhart Senior 22 4 4 18 Santuck 11 10 14 91 Union High Junior 25 8 15 32 Union High Senior 18 10 10 56 West Springs Junior 8 5 5 63 West Springs Senior 10 6 6 60 Miscelaneous 10 5 8 50 
TOTAIS 201 lo6 126 Average 53 
Folowing is given a sumnary of 4-H club enrolment of boys and yearly 
completions from 1938 through 1947: 
Summary 4-H Club EnroJJ.ment and Completions, 1938-1947 Demonstrations Number Demonstrations Percentage 
Year Enrolment Completions Completions 
1938 110 55 50 1939 104 59 57 1940 160 93 58 1941 142 93 65 1942 92 53 58 1943 115 75 65 1944 120 72 60 1945 92 53 58 1946 121 90 74 1947 236 126 53 
TOTAIS 1,292 769 Average 60 
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Summary 4-H demonstrations: A swmnary of the 4-H club demonstrations 
completed in 1947 is given as folows: 
Sumnarl ComEleted Demonstrations - 1947 Number Value 
Demonstration ComEleted Products Cost Profit 
Beef Calf 4 $ 276.00 $ 110.45 $ 165.55 Dairy Cali 31 7051.10 4683.10 2368.00 Swine, (sow and liter) 4 890.00 422.65 467.35 Swine, (breeding class) 7 848.00 440.67 407.33 Swine, fatening 13 1106.75 852.39 254.36 Poultry, (broiler & Pulet) 40 2351.17 1615.42 735.75 Poultry, ley-ers 5 1171.53 769.53 402.00 Wheat 1 346.50 155.05 191.45 Grain Sorghum 2 182.80 89.40 93.40 Peanuts 1 10.00 1.00 3.00 Sweet Potatoes 1 110.00 67.50 42.50 Garden 11 4.52.23 134.05 318.18 Corn 6 1048.60 575.18 473.L2 
TOTALS 126 $15844.68 $ 9922.39 $ 5922.29 
4-H Club Records 
Folowing is given a sunnnary of 4-H Club records completed in 1947: 
Name 
George Boughman 
Hoyt Jenkins Ernest Kerr 
Donald Moore 
TOTALS 
Averages per member 
Beef Calf Demonstrations 
Number Value 
Animals Cost Product 
1 $ 33.95 $ 90.00 1 33.50 125.oo 1 28.00 40.00 l 15.oo 21.00 
4 $ 110.4.5 $ 276.00 1 27.61 69.00 
Dairy Calf Club Demonstrations 
(Reported under Dairying Section) 
50 
Profit 
$ 56.05 91.50 12.00 6.oo 
$ 165.55 41.39 
Swine Demonstrations -(Sow and Liter Class) No. Pigs No. Pigs 
Name Farrowed Raised Value Cost Profit 
Walace V{ilson, Jr. 5 4 $258.oo $ 75.00 $ 183.00 Joe Wilson 5 4 236.00 136.50 98.50 Carson DeBI:.ubl 6  6 261.00 118.15 142.85 Chester Lawson 8  6 135.00 92.00 43.00 
TOTAIS 24 20 $890.00 $422.65 $ 467.35 Average Per Member 6 5 222.50 105.66 116.84 
Swine Demonstrations -(Breedi~ Class) 
Number Name Animals Value Cost Profit 
States Aycock 1 $ 58.oo $ 20.05 $ 37.15 Bily Joe Bailes 3 393.00 183.80 209.20 Alen Litle l 50.00 39.80 10.20 
,' Earl Rector 1 2,.00 22.10 a.90 Walace Wilson, Jr. l 154.00 90.00 64.00 Marvin White l 93.00 30.72 62.28 Bobby Whitener l 75.00 53.40 21.60 
TOTAIS 9 $ 848.oo $ 440.67 $ 407.33 Average per Clubster 121.14 62.95 58.19 
Swine Demonstrations -(Fatening Class) Number Name Animals Value Cost Profit 
Bily Bobo l $ 32.50 $ 30.00 $ 2.50 Yfal ter Bobo 1 32.50 30.00 2.50 Ralph Cabaniss 3 240.00 217.00 23.00 Dean Galman 3 114.oo 78.97 95.03 Bobby Green 1 36.oo 30.60 5.40 Ralph Jenkins 2 65.oo 49.00 16.00 Alvis Lancaster 1 90.00 60.00 30.00 Mortimer Lancaster 1 90.00 81.02 8.98 McLaurin Lawson 1 65.oo 55.oo 10.00 Hugh Mason l 80.00 62.00 18.00 Jam.es Parkins 1 80.00 66.oo 14.oo Eugene Sanders 1 43.75 35.oo 8.75 Marl Solesbee 1 78.00 57.80 20.20 
TOTAIS 18 $ 1106.75 $ 8.52.39 $ 2.54.36 Average ;eer member 85.13 65.57 19.56 
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Poultry (Broiler and Pulet) Demonstrations Chickens Bought 
Name or Hatched Cost Value Profit 
Charles Altman 30 $ 13.50 $ 15.oo $ 1.50 Albert Aycock 100 50.25 62.90 12.65 Bily Joe Bailes 100 92.25 132.30 4o.o5 Jimmie Bailes 100 72.3.5 9.5.oo 22.65 Bil Bailey 25 12.00 18.75 6.75 Marion Bentley 50 37.12 56.50 19.38 A. D. Blackwel 50 18.12 29.00 10.38 Jerry Byers 40 19.55 26.00 6.45 Donald Cohen 50 25.15 37.00 11.25 Rufus Cox, Jr. 30 21.36 28.00 6.64 James Crawford 32 17.95 20.00 2.05 Oliver Crawford 31 17.95 26.00 8.05 Dean Dabbs 25 16.00 20.00 4.oo Ray DeBruhl 100 38.70 87.00 48.30 Joe Fore 50 26.60 21.53 5.07 (loss) Garry Garner, Jr. 50 45.50 45.oo .50 (loss) Hamblin Garner 100 103.00 128.00 25.00 Manning Gault, Jr. 30 22.05 26.00 3.95 Frank Harvey 100 61.25 97.00 35.75 Broadus Heatherly 50 27.50 44.00 16.50 Buddy Howard 70 39.50 69.00 29 • .50 Garris Ivey 102 42.01 95.00 ,52.99 Haskel Ivey 100 42.01 87.00 44.99 Sam Knox 200 129.15 150.00 20.85 Randolph Lancaster 100 109 • .50 14,.00 35.50 Dean Lemons 25 10.25 12.00 1.75 Orin Lemons 30 12.50 18.00 5.50 Floyd Lunsford 100 103.25 141.50 38.25 Bily Hugh Mason 51 35035 50.00 14.6.5 Gaylord May 25 lo04 20.47 9.43 Graham May 25 11.04 20.47 9.43 Connie Miler 100 15.25 15.25 (loss) Reid Palmer 100 64.oo 109.2.5 45.2.5 Charles Plemmons 25 16.50 31.00 14 • .50 Eugene Sanders 5o 31.95 38.00 6.05 Guy Sanders 100 52.55 98.00 45.45 J.B. Vanderford 30 21.38 29.00 7.62 Alen White 100 63.80 101.50 37.70 Lewis White 5o 21.04 28.00 6.96 Marion Wiliams 101 44.60 93.00 48.40 
TOTALS 2627 $1615.42 $2351.17 $ 735.15 Avera~e Eer member 65.7 40.38 58.79 18.41 
52 
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4-H Poultry Contest 
A 4-H Poultry Contest sponsored by the Sears, Roebuck Foundation was 
conducted during 1947, with 5 boys and 5 girls receiving 100 baby chicks each in the spring. This was a joint project with the home agent. Twelve 
pulJ.ets from each flock were exhibited during the week of Union County Fair 
and were sold at auction to the highest bidder on Friday. A total of ~~280.50 was realized from this sale and wil be held in a fund to continue the pro­
gram. fo~ another year. 
Pulets from the Sears, Roebuck Contest 
Poultry Flocks being sold at the Union County 
Fair. The average per pulet realized from 
the sale was $2.34. 
The contestants and their parents were guests of the Sears, Roebuck 
Order Office at a banquet on the night of October 3, at which time the 
manager -.warded prizes to the ten club members amounting to $100.00 in 
cash. 
.,. 
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General Scene 9f the Banquet given to the 
4-H Poultry Contestants and parents on 
October 3, 1947 
A summary of the records submited by the 4-H Club boys who partici­pated in the Sears, Roebuck Poultry Contest is included in the swmnary 
on 4-H Poultry Demonstrations, 1947. 
A more detailed summary of the contesta.ats! records 
Summary 4-H Poultry Contest Records 
is given below: 
No. Chicks No. Pulets Returns 
Name 12 wks 5 mos. Chicks Prize 
Bily Joe Bailes 48 45 $108.30 ~P24.oo Hamblin Garner 93 65 122.00 6.00 
Randolph Lancaster 90 55 135.oo 10.00 
Floyd Lunsford 52 42 117.50 24.oo 
Alen White 48 12 91.50 10.00 
TOTALS 331 219 $574.30 ~74.00 Average per Contestant 66.2 43.3 114.86 14.80 
Total 
$132.30 128.00 
145.00 
141.50 101.50 
$648.30 129.66 
Cost Profit 
$ 92.25 $ 4o.o5 103.00 25.00 
109.50 35.50 
103.25 38.25 
63.80 37.70 
$471.80 $176.SO 94.36 35.30 
Poultry Demonstrations 
Name Ave. No. Hens 
Autrey Ivey, Jr. 37 Marion Wiliams 52 
George Glenn, Jr. 32 Reid Palmer 26 
David Clyburn 12 
TOTA.LS 159 Average Per Member 32 
(Layers) 
Value 
$ 312.10 
252.48 
321.70 
149.00 136.25 
$1171.53 
234.31 
Cost 
$ 240.74 
165.24 
206.94 59.00 
97.61 
$ 769.53 
153.91 
Profit 
$ 71.36 
87.24 
114.76 
90.00 
38.64 
$ 402.00 
80.40 
One club member completed a wheat production demonstration, a summary of 
which folows: 
Summary 4-H Wheat Production Demonstration 
Yield Bus. Cost 
Name Acres Bus. Per Ac. Value Cost Per Bu. Profit 
Jackie Burnet 5 126 25.2 $346.50 $155.05 $ 1.23 $191.45 
Average Per Acre 25.2 $ 69.30 $ 31.01 $ 38.29 
Two brother, John and Bil~ Joe Bailes, conducted a grain sorghum production 
demonstration on a partnership basis. Each member was given credit for one-half 
the demonstration. A summary folows: 
Summary 4-H Grain Sorghum Production Demonstration Yield Lbs. 
Name Acres lbs. Per Ac. 
Bily Joe Bailes 1.25 2811 2250 John Bailes 1.25 2811 2250 
TOTALS 2.5 5622 Average per acre 2250 
Sumnary- 4-H Peanut Demonstration Name 
Christopher Bogan 
Acre Cost 
1 4 $ 7.00 
Value Cost 
$ 91.40 $ 44.70 
91.40 44.70 
$182.80 $ 89.40 
73.12 35.76 
Value 
$ 10.00 
Summary 4-H Club Sweet Potato Demonstration 
Name Acres Yield Bu. Cost Value 
Garris Ivey 75 $67.50 $110.00 
55 
Profit 
$ 46.70 
46.70 
$ 93.40 
37.36 
Profit 
$ 3.00 
Profit 
Summary 4-H Club Garden Demonstrations 
Name Cost Value Profit 
James Crocker $ 15.25 $ 23.65 $ 8.40 Wiliam Bailey 3.50 7.60 4.10 Herbert Hames 8.45 28.20 19.75 Timothy Boughman 56.20 267.00 210.80 Buddy Howard 20.90 65.28 44.38 Bubby Reynolds 2.80 2.80 (loss) Bily Joe Bailes 13.75 36.oo 22.25 Buddy Mitchel 2.10 4.50 22.40 Raymond McCloud l.10 20.00 8.90 
TOTALS $ 134.05 $ 452.23 $ 318.18 
The above sunnnary does not include the records of the two clubsters who participated in the SouthCarolina Market Garden Contest and whose records were 
sent to Clemson Colege. 
Summary 4-H Club Corn Demonstrations Yield Bushel 
Name Acres Bus. Per A. Value Cost Profit 
Bily Joe Bailes 3 103.2 34.4 $ 206.40 $ 90.95 $ 115.45 Mansel Gowan 3 45.o 15.o 90.00 84.00 6.00 James Parkins 1 17.0 17.0 Jh.oo 28.00 6.00 Marion Wiliams 3 60.3 20.1 120.60 99.55 21c05 Joe Wilson 3 117.0 39.0 234.oo 126.60 107.40 Walace Wilson, Jr. 3 181.8 60.6 363.60 lb.6.08 217.52 
TOTALS 16 524.3 $1048.60 $575.18 $473.42 Average Per Acre 32.8 65.54 35.95 29.59 
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4-IT Club Camps 
There were 32 4-H Club boys and 63 club girls who atended the·annual County 4-H Club Camp which was held at Camp Bob Cooper during the period, 
June 3-6, and participated in a program which included both educational and recreational features, and which alowed them to make new friends with club members of this county and Horry County. Two club boys and two club girls atended the State 4-H Conservation Camp held at Camp Bob Cooper. 
The State 4-H Council meeting held at Camp Long the .week of August 4, was atended by 2 boys and 2 girls from the Union County 4-H Council. 
Union County delegates to the State 4-H 
Conservation Camp, Camp Bob Cooper, held 
during week of July 21. Reading from left 
to right: James Hughes, Jonesvile, Carson DeBruhl, Union, Vegie Ivey, Jonesvile and 
Ruth Harris, Kely-Pinclmey. 
.\. 
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4-H Training 
One training meeting for club officers and local leaders was held with 
a total of 68 present. At that t~ne the County 4-H Club Council was organized 
and officers elected. 
1947 Officers of the Union County 4-H Club Council. Reading from left to right:-Lewis Scot, president, Jonesvile Club Pansy May, 1st. V. president, Union Club Hamblin Garner, 2nd. V. president, Union Club 
Jacquelyn Lancaster, secretary, Jonesvile Club 
4-H Club Raly 
I I •i 
'1 
A total of 200 club members atended the Collty 4-H Club Raly held at the Veterans Memorial Park of Union, under the sponsorship of the 
Union County 4-H Club Council. The program for this meeting included both educational and recreational features. 
• 
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Fair Exhibits 
4-I Dairy Calf Club: Thirteen members of the County 4-II Dairy Calf Club exhibited 19 dairy animals at the Union County Fair, participating in 
the Calf Club Show sponsored by the Arthur State Bank of Union and in the 
shows sponsored by the fair association. Four clubsters exhibited their 
animals at the Piedmont Interstate Fair. The folowing tables show the names of the 4-H members exhibiting dairy catle and the premiums won: 
Dairy Animals Exhibited in 4-H Calf Club Sholf Number Number Premium 
Name Animals Classes Placings Won 
La.mar Horne 3 4 2nd, Blue, Red $ 35.50 White 
John C. Morris 2 3 Red, Red 22.00 Bily Joe Bailes 1 2 1st., Blue 18.00 
George Glenn, Jr. 2 2 Red, Yelow 10.00 
Floyd Lunsf or4 l 2 4th, Red 9.00 Jimmy Kely 1 2 3rd, White 9.00 Montague Hopkins 2 2 Vvhlte, Yelow B.oo John Bailes 1 2 Blue 8.00 George Ponder 1 2 Red 6.00 Nancy Aycock l 2 Red 6.00 Reid Palmer 1 2 Red 6.oo J. D. Turner 1 2 Red 6.00 Marion Wiliams l l Yelow 4.oo· 
TOTAI.S: 18 $147.50 
The Arthur State Bank of Union sponsored the County 4-H Dairy Calf Club 
Show and entertained the club members and their parents at a banquet. Both 
the ishow and the banquet were very successful and have helped to increase 
the. interest in Calf 0lub work in the county. 
j 
1Championship Winners and 
Sponsor of 
Union County 
4-H Calf Club Show 
(over) 59 
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In the picture of the Champion Winners and Sponsor of the Dairy Calf 
Club Show on the preceeding page, reading from left to right are: -
John Carol Morris, whose cow won senior and grand Champions in the Jersey 
.Show, Bily Joe Bailes, whose cow won junior champion in the Guernsey Show, 
Harry Arthur, president of Arthur State Bank and sponsor of the Show, Lamar 
Horne, whose cow won senior and grand champions of the Guernsey Show, and Floyd Lunsford, whose heifer won junior champion in the Jersey Show. 
Dairy Animals Exhibited in the Junior Fair and Open 
Name 
Lamar Horne 
Bils° J. Bailes 
I 
John C. Morris 
George Glenn, Jr. 
Floyd Lunsford 
Montague Hopkins George Ponder Reid Palmer J. D. Turner, Jr. John Bailes Nancy Aycock 
Ji.mmy Kels° Marion Wiliams 
TOTALS 
Classes at lbhe Union County Fair 
Number Number 
Animals Breed Classes 
3 Guernsey 6 
1 Guernsey 2 
2 Jersey 4 
2 Jersey 4 
1 Jersey 2 
3 Jersey 3 
1 Jersey 2 1 Guernsey 2 
1 Guernsey 2 l Guernsey 2 l Guernsey 2 1 Guernsey 2 1 Guernsey 2 
19 
Premiums Blacings Vlon 
Sr. & Gr. Champ. $ 21.00 1,1,1,2,2,2 Jr. Champion, Best 19.00 Fited, Best Showman 
1, 1 Sr. & Gr. Champ. 
1,1,1,1 18-.00 Best Fited 17.00 1,2,2,2 Jr. Champion, Best 1.4.oo Showman, 1, 1 
1,2,2,3,3 1,1 l,J_ 
1,1 
1,1 
2,2 
1,3 
3,3 
12.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 
$ 149.00 
Dairy Calf Club 
Members 
Who Exhibited Their Animals 
At the Union 
County Fair 
Dairy Animals Exhibited at the Piedmont Interstate Fair 
Number Number 
Name Animals Breed Classes Placings Premiums 
Floyd Lunsford 1 Jersey 
John Bailes 1 Guernsey 
Nancy Aycock 1 Guernsey 
Bily Joe Bailes 1 Guernsey 
TOTALS 4 
1 1 
1 1 
4th 5th 8th 
10th 
$ 5.00 
3.00 
$ B.oo 
4-H Pig Club: Six 4-H Pig Club members exhibited 22 registered pigs at the Union County Fair, participating in the Pig Club Show, sponsored by the 
Union County Bank and also in the junior fair and open classes. The folowing 
tables show the names of the club members exhibiting and the premiums won. 
Swine Exhibited in Show Sponsored by Union County Bank 
Humber Number 
Name Animals Breed Classes Placings 
Walace Wilson, Jr. 8 Poland China 5 9 Blue awards Joe Wilson 5 Poland China 4 6 Blue awards Bily Joe Bailes 4 Poland China 2 4 Blue awards Bobby Whitener 2 Spoted 2 2 Blue awards Poland China 
Carson DeBruhl 2 Poland China 2 Blue, Red Marvin White 1 Poland China 1 Blue 
TOTALS 22 
Swine Exhibited in Junior Fair arrl Open Classes, Union 
County Fair 1947 Number Number Name Bnimals Breed Classes Placings 
Walace Wilson, Jr. 8 Poib.and China 8 Jr. tor• Champ. 2,2, , ,1,1,1, 1,1,1 
Bobby Whitener 2 Spoted 4 Jr. & Gr. Champ. Poland China Sow & Boar, 
1,1,1,1 
Joe Wilson 5 Poland China 5 1,1,2,2,2 Bily Joe Bailes 4 Poland China 4 Jr. & Gr. Champ. Sow, 1,1,1,3,3 Carson DeBruhl 2 Poland China 4 1,2,3,3 Marvin White 1 Poland China 2 2,2 
TBTALS 22 
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Premiums Won 
$ 18.00 12.00 8.00 4.00 
3.00 2.00 
$ 47.00 
Premiums Won 
$ 36.oo 
16.00 
14.00 
14.00 
8.oo 4.00 
$ 92.00 
4-H Poultry Club: Ten 4-H Poultry Club members (5 boys and 5 girls) participatants in the Sea.rs, Roebuck Poultry Contest, exhibited 120 pulets 
at the Union County Fair. Seven Poultry Club members exhibited poultry in 
the junior show and open classes at the Union County Fair. The folowing 
tables show "t9-e names of club members exhibiting and premiums won: 
Poultry Exhibited in Show Sponsored by Sears, 
Roebuck Foundation 
Number 
Name Pulets Placings 
Bily Joe Bailes 12 Blue 
Floyd Lunsford 12 Blue 
Jerry Kely 12 Red 
Randolph Lancaster 12 Red 
Alen White 12 Red Sara Harris 12 White 
Nelie Lawson 12 White 
Geraldine Garner 12 White 
Eva Wiliams 12 White 
Hamblin Garner 12 White 
TOTAL 120 
Poultry Exhibited in Junior Show and Open Classes 
at Union County Fair, 1947 Number Classes 
Name Exhibited Entered Placings 
Kathryn Wilson 8 8 1,1,1,1 2,2,2,3 Autrey Ivey, Jr. 3 2 1,1 Gibert Kennedy 3 2 1,1 Garris Ivey 4  4 2,2,3 Floyd Lunsford 3 2 2,2 Bily Joe Bailes l 2 1,1 
Haskel Ivey 1 2 3,3 
TOTAL 23 
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Premiums Won 
$ 20.00 
20.00 
10.00 
10.00 
10.00 6.oo 6.oo 6.oo 6.oo 
6.00 
$ 100.00 
Premiums 
Won 
$ 15.50 
6.oo 
6.00 
4.00 
4.00 
4.00 1.00 
HORTICULTURE 
Horticultural extension work in Union County during 1947 included work 
with cOImercial orchards, home orchards, sweet potatoes and family gardens. 
Commercial Orchards: The county agent worked very closely with the 
commercial peach growers giving advice on pruning, disease and insect control, 
fertilization, cultivation and marketing. The damage suffered from curculio 
and oriental fruit moth was much less in 1947 than in 1946. In most cases 
the size and quail ty of peaches marketed by growers were very good. 20 com­
mercial growers marketed approximately 90,000 bushels of peaches including 
U. s. No. 1, orchard run and culs. This compares with approximately 75,ooo 
bushels for the 1946 season. 
Home Orchards: Farmers having home orchards were encouraged to folow improved practices which would aid them in controling insects and diseases, 
and were urged to folow recommended practices in fertilization, pruning, 
and spraying their trees. Advice was given to a large number of farmers who 
caled at the county agent's office in seecting varieties of fruit trees for 
home orchards. 
Sweet Pot.a toes: Union County commercial sweet potato growers have been 
assisted with such problems as seed selection, fertilization, plant bed 
management, etc. They have been encouraged to carefuly select their seed 
and to folow a rotation system which wil a1low them to set their plants 
in soil best suited for potato production. 
Home Gardens: Farmers were urged to produce a sufficient a.mount of 
vegetables to meet their own needs and to can vegetables for home use 
during the winter. Information was given throughout the year regarding 
reconnnended practices in seeding, fertilizing, control of insects and diseases, etc. Towns people were also encouraged to have gardens whenever space was available. ' 
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MARKEI'ING 
Extension work in marketing for 1947 included cooperative buying and 
seling of farm produce, and advice in grading and packing. 
Grading and Packing: The agent worked very closely with the commercial 
peach growers and sweet potato growers of the county, keeping "$em in close 
touch with the markets and assisting in grading and packing their products. 
Assistance was given in seting up the packing sheds and with the aid of 
the farm labor assistant, labor was secured for successfuly handling the 
large crop. 
Cooperative Buying: The county agent cooperated with farmers of the 
county throughout the year in purchasing feed, seed, insecticides, fruit 
and nut trees, baby chicks, farm aachinery and containers. 
Marketing Surplus Farm Products: The county agent assisted farmers of 
the county throughout the year in the marketing of suprlus farm products for which there were no regularly established local markets. 
Summary of Marketing Work: A summary of the marketing of commodities 
with which the county agent assisted farmers folows: 
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Summary Marketing Work -
Products lua.rrtitz Sold 
Hogs, breeding 27 head $ Beef Catle, meat 2 head 300.00 Beef Catle, breeding 15 head 
Poultry 1,866 pounds 556.20 
Dairy Catle, 22 head 725.00 
Milk 25,800 pounds 1,500.00 
Baby Chicks 2,000 
Oriental Fruit 
Moth Parasites 29,200 Fruit crop, peaches 90,000 bushels 100900.00 
Corn, feed 55 bushels 97.50 Corn, seed 10 bushels. 
Cotonseed 7 tons 
Wheat, seed 2 bushels Oats, seed 4 bushels Sweet potato plants 40,000 60.00 Miscelaneous Seeds 419 pounds Nursery Stock 16 
Timber or Lumber 1,054,000 bd. ft. 14756.oo Forest Seedlings 129,000 Farm Machinery l unit Benzine Hexachloride 15,ooo pounds 
Nitrate of Soda 10 tons 
4-H Supplies 
TOTALS $117,994.70 TOTAL VALUE PRODUCTS BOUGHT AND SOLD 
1947 
Bought 
$ 1,020.00 
2,975.00 
1,830.00 
300.00 
464.57 
107.50 1,750.00 
12.50 20.00 
40.00 
324.l-tl 26.48 
1.54.50 90.00 
3,750.00 
5.50.00 
58.38 
$13,473.34 $131,468.04 
No. farmers 
Served 
21 
1 
3 14 14 2 
25 
a 17 2 
18 
75 1 
1 
8 12 
3 
4 4 1 95 16 
345 
Items listed under this heading represent cormnodities in which the county agent assisted in organizing g:r,owers, finding markets and supervising the marketing. 
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POULTRY 
Extension work with poultry in Union Collty in 1947 consisted of demonstration flocks, culing demonstrations, marketing, advice in sanitation and health, advice as to management and feeding practices, assistance in constructing new buildings and remodeling old ones, re­commendations as to types of equipment best suitable to individual needs and work with 4-H Club members. 
Although the number of chickens on the farms of Union County have 
increased considerably during the past seven or eight years, and the number of eggs produced and broilers grown out have also increased, Union County farmers are stil not producing enough poultry and poultry products to supply local needs. Farm families have been encouraged to increase their production to a point where al home needs wil be met and a smal surplus wil be produced for market. The importance of producing feed has also been stressed. Timely information has been supplied through meetings, news articles, radio, personal contact, etc., in an effort to assist in controling diseases and parasites and in ataining more efficient manage­ment of poultry in the county. 
Demonstration Flock Records: Two demonstration flock records were kept during 1947. A summary of these records folows: 
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Name Breed 
Gilmer Blankenship W.R. Dupre Bogan W. L. 
AVERAGE labor income per hen 
,.· .. 
Summary Poultry Flock Demonstration Records 
Av. No. Invest- Eggs Per Total Feed Income Hens ment Hen Income Cost Above F.c. 
49 $404.50 186.l $767.01 $205.80 $ 561.21 63 374.50 186 715.65 350.66 364.99 
Folowing is a summary of demonstration poultry filiock records 
in Union County for the period, 1943 -1947 
Year No. Danonstrat ions Average No. Hens Labor Income 
194.3 1 58.6 $ 526.96 1944 1 51.3 700.57 1945 l 49.7 578.44 1946 2 159 764.17 1947 2 112 857.76 
TOTAIS 7 430.6 3,427.90 
Stock Other Labor Income Increase Expense Income Per Hen 
$18.00 $61.15 $517.06 $10.55 48.oo 72.29 340.70 5.41. 
$ 7.66 
Labor Income Per Hen 
$ 8.99 13.66 11.64 4.80 7.66 
Ave. 7.96 
Culing: Throughout the yea:r farmers and 4-H Club members have been advised to cul their flocks closely and dispose of hens that were not paying 
a profit, 13 method demonstrations in culing of poultry were conducted with 4-H Clubs in the county. 
~keting: As a general rule the local markets have been more than able to absorb al of the surplus eggs and poultry produced in the county. Farmers have been encouraged to place a high quality product on the market, and in some cases have been given advice in marketing methods • .Arrangements 
were made to sel 1,086 pounds of poultry for one farmer at $217.20. 
Sanitation and Health: Sanitation practices in both home and coIDD.ercial flocks were stressed throughout the yea:r. A large number of farmers were given information and advice on controling parasites and diseases, and in establishing sanitary practices on their farms. 
4-H Poultry Club Work: Reported under Boys 1 4-H Club Work. 
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VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
Visual instruction work for the year consisted of the use of educational 
motion pictures, slides, photographs, maps and charts. 
Educational. Motion Pictures were used at 12 meetings with 308 adults 
and 1040 farm boys and girls atending. These pictures were shown with the 
projector assigned to the county agent's office. 
Slides were used at 2 4-H Club meetings with an atendance of 262. 
Photographs: 45 photographs -a'! farm activities were made in Union 
County by the county agent. 18 of these photographs were used in educa­
tional publicity in the local papers. Several photographs are included 
in this report. 
Charts and other visual materials were used at 2 meetings of farm 
people, with an atendance of 85. 
Visual Aid Used 
Motion Pictures 
Slides 
Charts 
Summary Use of Visual. Instruction Aids 
No. Meetings 
69 
12 
2 
2 
Atendance 
1348 
262 85 
MISCELLANEOUS COUNTY AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIF.S 
A summar.r of miscelaneous county and community activities, semi­official in character, but not strictly extension work are listed as 
fol1011B: 
Rotary Club Commitee: The county agent served as chairman of the 
rural-urban commitee and had charge of quarter].Jr programs dealing with some subject of mutual interest of farmers and townspeople. 
Piedmont Interstate Fair: The county agent served as a member of the Board of Directors of the Piedmont Interstate Fair Association, with fair grounds at Spartanburg, South Carolina 
Union County Fair: The county agent served as a member of the Board 
of directors of the Union County Fair Association, and assisted in making plans for the annual county fair. 
Veterans Memorial Park: The county agent met with the authorities 
in charge of developing the Veterans Meniorial Park and has given whatever assistance and advice he could regarding improvements of the Park grounds. 
Chamber of Commerce: The county agent has met with the officers of the local Champer of Commerce and assisted in selecting members of their agricultural commitee. 
Veterans Training Program: The county agent has met with officials of the Veterans Administration and assisted in working out plans for defeloping training program for veterans in Union County. 
0 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational information 
in connection with the 1947 Extension Program in Union County waa done 
through circular leters, press articles, radio programs, distribution of buletins and tours. A summary of this work is given as folows: -
Summary Publicity Work 
Individual leters writen. • . . . 1,363 Circular Leters • • • . . • • 63 Copies mailed. . • . • • • • 8,107 News articles published. . . . 239 Buletins distributed. . • • . • 3,526 Radio talks made. . . • • • • 46 Tours • • • • . • . • . 6 Atendance. . . . . . • 62 
Circular Leters: A total of 63 circular leters were prepared 
and 8,107 copes were mailed to farmers and 4-H club boys in Union County. 
These leters contained information on timely agricultural maters, notices 
of meetings and information on results of demonstrations and experimental work. Specimen copies of circular leters are atached to this report. 
Press articles: A total of 239 press articles of timely agricultural 
interest were prepared and published in the Union County and Spartanburg 
County newspapers during 1947. Specimen copies of news articles prepared are atached to this report. This total does not include press articles 
prepared at Clemson and mailed directly to the local paper. 
Commercial Advertisements: Business houses of 
the county were contacted regarding the 1947 Agricultural Program for South 
Carolina, and through their cooperation two three-quarter page ads were run in the Union Daily Times. Several business firms and the two banks 
ran individual ads. 82 advertisements of 3,441 square inches of newspaper 
space were on the 1947 Agricultural Program for South Carolina, sponsored 
by private business. 
The two banks of the city, Arthur State Bank and 
Union County Bank, donated half of their advertisement space in the local 
paper to the county agent for use in keeping items of timely interest 
before the public. Ads were prepared and published every Monday during 
the year, and sponsored by Arthur State Bank; and for every other Friday 
for the Union County Bank. 
Radio Programs: During the yearthe agent appeared weekly on the 
Piedmont Fa.rm Hour over Station WSPA, Spartanburg. Information of current 
interest to the farmers of the county was discussed at these broadcasts. 
Several farmers and 4-H club boys appeared with the agent from time to 
time on the programs • 
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Buletins Distributed: A total of 3,526 buletins were distributed 
to farmers and 4-H club boys during the year. Many farmers have formed the 
habit of caling at the county agent's office to obtain buletins and cir­
culars giving desired information regarding various crops and livestock 
enterprises and agricultural engineering problems. 
Tours: Six farm tours were organized and conducted - 2 annual grazing, 
1 orchard, 1 soil conservation and 2 observation, 62 farmers participated in these tours. 
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On the folowing pages 1lil be found specimen copies 
of circular leters issued during the year. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Union, South Carolina 
January 6, 1947 
TO; PARENTS OF 4-H CLUB MEMBERS 
Dear Friends, 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
During 1946 72% of the Union County boys enroled in 4-H Club Work completed their demonstrations. According to al records which I am able to locate this is the highest per cent of completions 
we have ever had in Union County. Ninety projects valued at $16,566.05 were completed by 81 members who realized a profit of $7,060.2). 
We are very glad to see that yoUI"' son has enroled in club work for 1947 - thus expressing his interest in conducting a worthwhile project. I am sure you wil want to do al you can to help him in carrying out the South Carolina 4-H Club Slogan "LEARN TO DO BY DOING", and the National Club Moto, 11MAKE THE DEST BETTER." 
Why not work out a partnership agreement with him, and give him the necessary advice and assistance throughout the year, but let him have the opportunity of realy doing something worthwhile and realizing a profit from his efforts. The experience which he wil 
get wil be worth a great deal to him later. Perhaps you may recal the disappointment which a boy has when he realizes the hog or calf 
which was his to raise becomes his dad's when it is sold. 
We hope to expand and improve 4-H Club Work in Union County this year. To do this we shal require the ful cooperation and assistance of every 4-H club parent. 
Any suggestions which you can offer toward the improve­ment of Club Work wil be sincerely appreciated. 
Very truly yours, 
9/,() ~ 
W. [' Martin, County Agent 
WJM:L 
A 
., 
Cd:,A:.iO~ 1\GRICULTURAL COLLEGE vF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITC:D STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
.\GRICUL"iURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Union, South Carolina 
January 23, 1947 
HAVE YOU SEEN THE R"SLATIVELY NEVv BOW SA'Vv IN OPERATION? 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
IF YOU HAVE ONE OR ARE PLANNING TO BUY ONE, DO YOU KNOW HOW TO 
PROPERLY CARE FOR AND ADJUST IT SO THAT IT WILL SAW MOST EFFICIENTLY? 
A factory representative wil be in Union County Tuesday, January 28th to demonstrate the use of this saw and to show you how to c~for ·it so that it wil do the best work. 
THE MEETINGS VITLL BE HELD AS FOLLOVlS : 
10:00 a.m. - Tuesday, January 28 --FARM OF SAM HAWKINS, just off road to Santuc. 
2:30 p.m. Tuesd<\Y, January 28 --FAR!~ OF B. C. IVEY Brown Is Creek Co!Tlluni ty 
Very truly yours, 
lt/§J~ ~ ~ Maa;:_ H. L. Bailey, nty We,?J.'M~tin, County Agent 
Farm Labor As · tan~ = ~ _
'/1~ 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
ST ATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Union, South Carolina 
February 26, 1947 
IS YOUR SON A 4-H CLUB Mi;MB"m? 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
In-Union County there are 11 organized 4-H Community Clubs, with a total membership of 176. We shal be 
glad to have any boy to join a community club and 
start his project for 1947. 
11LF.ARN BY DOING" "MAKE THE B~ST BSTTF:Ru 
. . Your permanent pastures and legume crops need . 
LIM'S,STONE and PHOSPHATE, The county AAA Office 
is now accepting orders for these materials under 
the Purchase Or~er Plan. Take advantage of your 
SOIL BUILDING ALLONANCE to build up your soil and 
reduce feed costs. 
MORE I  N C O M E 
B "S T  T "S R FARM L,I VI.NG 
(_jJ 
(~ 
LI fd Mf_ ~[ PHOSP\-IAff 
"Vie have arranged for n TRACTOR SCHOOL for Union County 
on TUESDAY, MAIWH 4, 1947. Tne schedule is as folows: 
\ 
10 :00 a.m. -
2 :30 p.m. - -Kely Pinckney School -Santuc School 
Arrange to atend one of these schools. Further 
inforr:;ation wil be biven over the Farm Hour on 
WSPA, Spartanburg, Thursday at 1:30 p.m. 
I . 
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ARE YOU PLANNING TO BROOD BABY CHICKS THIS SPRING? 
No profit is realized from baby chicks which get sick and 
die. If you are planning to brood some chicks this spring 
the folowing suggestions should be helpful: 
1. Start with vigorous chicks from pulorum-tested 
stock. 
2. Secure early hatched chicks. '(') . ~ ~ . ,\ ) ~-· . r )' ,,I •' / f I r:,.I (i ' ~ . . . .. , ... "' ... /.• /\, /.) :r - . J. Use a clean portable brooder house with dependable brooder or a bat~ery brooder. 
- ' I ,., \ ,,,. t • I , , , . 
/ I ~-'"' .,., V,· \. / ,. -' I \. r, -· { \ '\ -:;, (• (. . /: '.. ':, J I• , "'r" '/ 
~\ ' ',/ "'. 
TIM.B'S A1·:rASTIN1 
4, Feed a wel balanced ration in clean, waste-proof 
hoppers. 5. Brood each group of chicks separately. 6. Use clean range for growing out pulets separate 
from mature flock. 
ARRANG~ FOR YOUR PLANTING S'"IBD NOV{! 
Plan now.to p,J.art the best se~d you can secure this spring. The supply of coton seed not more than one year from the 
breeder wil be rather liraited this year. If you have not 
made arrangements to secure good seed this job should be done at once. 
Secure good lespedeza seed --seed free from noxious weed 
seeds and with a high germination. If the County Agent's OL'iGe· can assist you .be sure to cal on us. · 
Have you talked to your F~RTILIZER dealer about your 1947 FBRTILI3BR N~1DS? Indications are that the 
supply of fertilizers wil not meet the demand. Beter get your order in now and accept delivery as 
soon as the fertilizer is available. 
We shal be glad to have.you came by the office in the 
Krass Building, or drop us a line in the maj~ci.f·we can be of service to 
you. 
Very truly yours, 
i-f.J. rfx; \ ) 
H. L. Bailey, 
Farm Labor Ass 
;r,;(. ~ /1 tc-
Vl •. ,J. lfartin t\: County Farm Agent_. . ... 
WJM:L 
:-,1 ... _. 
:. .. 
\ . . ~· t '\ \'\ .. . ' ' 
. , ... 
I 
,, 
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•, 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRJCUL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF  SOUTH  CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING Union, South Carolina February 21, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
~~ 
1========11 : : I J I i I , I 
I I 
COMMUtvi'-tJ 4-/~ CLUBS 
AtO /N OPEN/IVC 
ti~ E G At E. s 
JO . r-uru,-e £ (!jT;x.eNShtf 
I~ 
~ -------I ' I 
(1 I•' If· ,/I'.( 
TO 4-H CLUB LEADERS AND OFFICERS: -
4-H Club leaders and officers have a great responsibility 
in developing a worthwhile program in their community clubs, and in 
assisting members to "learn by doing11 in an effort to 11make the 
best beter •11 
A 4-H Leadership Training meeting wil be held at the Central School, located on Academy Street in Union (across the 
street fran the Oil Mil), at 3:30 p.m., Friday February 28. 
Leon Clayton, District 4-H Boys' Club Agent, and Miss 
Eloise Johnson, State 4-H Girls' Club Agent wil atend this 
meeting and discuss duties of 4-H leaders and officers. 
We expect to organize a county 4-H Club Council at this 
meeting and in order to do so we wil need a large number of leaders 
and officers present. 
This is a very important meeting which we hope al of 
you wil be able to atend. 
Very truly yours, 
7)/~a.14./Q ~ 
Mahala J. SW.th, County 
Home Demonstration Agent 
(J,t)_. 7>1~ 
W. (t: Martin, County Fann Agent 
. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF  SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Union, South Carolina 
March 4, 1947 
TO: UNION COUNTY 4-H CLUB BOYS -
Dear Friends, 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
My congratulations to you old members who are continuing 
in Club Work for another year. 
To you new members I wish to say, 11Vr;:LCOME". I am sure 
al the old members join-me in wishing you much success in your 4-H Club 
Work. 
In Union County we have almost twice as many boys 
enroled as we had in 1946. That's fine, but it is not 
good enough. There arestil a large number of boys in 
the county who need 4-H Club Ylork. This week -MARCH 1-9, 
is NATIONAL 4-H CLUB W"IBK. Won't you use it to see at 
least one boy in your school who is not a clubster, 
explain 4-H Club work to him, and bring him to your next 
club meeting as a new member? 
11MAKE THE BEST BETTER" • 
At the March meeting of your club I shal give you your 
project record book. Until that time, if your project has already been 
started, keep your record on a calendar or in some other handy place. 
You can very easily transfer it to your record book when you get it. 
11 LEARN BY OOING" 
On THURSDAY, MARCH 6th, I expect 
to have two or· three 4-H Club boys on the 
PIEDMONT FARM HOUR with me. This program wil be 
on WSPA, Spartanburg, at 1 :JO p.m. · If you cannot 
listen to the radio at that time, ask your mother 
or father to listen so they can tel you what the 
boys say. 
OON1 T FORGET TO BRING THAT NEW 11~ER 
TO THE MARCH M~~TING. 
Very truly yours, Yr-/L~~ Agent 78 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA. AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
• 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Union, South Carolina 
April 28, 1947 
TO NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERS AND  AAA COMMUNITY COMMITTEEMEN 
Dear Friends, 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Profitable Coton Production: In order to continue to produce coton 
at a profit we must increase our per acre yields, improve the quality of the staple 
and, at the same time, lower the production costs per pound. (;;~-,~ 
INTO L3ALANCI: sion Service"s latest circular on Coton Produc- (\. co1NT .,1) 
r conoNj For your information I am enclosing the Exten- l,A 6 01~ 
YAAMirJG tion which I hope wil be of value to you and ~v V 
\~,~.'~ your neighbors. .-'<J.~ 
df~ • ~') 
11 Triple-A" Tools for Beter Farming: Too large a number of our farmers have failed to take ful advantage of the assistance offered by the AAA 
Program in puting into effect a constructive soil 
conserving and soil building program. As a farm 
leader in your community I am sure you would like 
to see each )ne of your neighbors take ful ad­
vantage of this program. You can do them a real 
service by encouraging them to earn their soil 
building peyments by puting in those practices 
which their individual farms need most. The 
enclosed Circular No. 296 should be of help to 
you in doing t~is. 
I I • Con ser-va· t1on 
Wise, use of res ou.rces 
Permanent Pastures; Where could livestock get cheaper feed than 
from a good improved permanent pasture? What could save you in.ore time and labor 
than alowing your livestock to harvest their own feed? 
Union County's pastures could be greatly improved 
through the application of lime and fertilizers. 
There are also large areas along our streams which 
could be cleared and seeded to desirable pasture 
grasses and legumes. These areas could be developed 
into fine pastures. 
Very truly yours, M/, h/~ 
W. J. Martin, County Agent 
7~ 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
O F SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE Of" SOUTH CAROLINA 
Union, South Carolina 
June 13, 1947 
TO COAMUNITY A ND NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERS: -
Dear Friends, 
I don't have to cal to your atention the 
fact that bol weevils are more numerous this year than in 
several years. 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
During the week ending June 1S, 1946, counts 
made in five fields of the county indicated a weevil population of from 59 to 176 weevils per acre. Counts made on three widely separated fields 
on Wednesdey, June 11, 1947, indicated a population of fran 300 to 1200 
weevils per acre. 
I was in one field where squares were forming and could 
hardly find a square which had not been punctured at least once. Twenty­
five weevils were found in about fifteen minutes. 
As a: leader in your comnuni ty you can do a great deal 
to influence your neighbors to use al available means to control the 
weevil. 
Farmers have too much already invested in their coton 
crop to let the bol weevil destroy it. 
over to your 
neighbor's ---maybe he 
\ ~dn't put poison on his 
~ coton. 
R":J,16= 
~~'¾; P1f y~~ 
. Vecy truly yours, 
Y./ };(~-
V{. J. Martin, County Agent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AG RIC UL TURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Union, South Carolina 
October 7, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
TO: COUNTY, COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERS OF UNION COUNTY 
The National Fire Protection Association estimates that fire wil destroy about $700 milion in property this year. The 
Association est:imates that i200,ooo,ooo of this loss wil occur on farms and that approximately J,SOO farm people wil lose their lives 
as a result of fires. 
Since about 90% of these destructive fires are preventable, 
this is a problem which we can do something about. 
President Truman has designated the week of October 5 -11 (THIS WEEK) as FIRE PREVENTION VIBEK and has caled upon al citizens to 
cooperate in eliminating al possible causes of destructive fires. He 
urges that we continue vigilance against fires throughout the year. 
As a leader in your comnuni ty you can do much to help in this program. Set an example for your neighbors, and at every opportunity 
urge them to eliminate fire hazards, and to correct habits which may 
cause fires. 
Some of the bad habits 'Which might be corrected are: 
(1) improper storage of gasoline and kerosene, (2) smoking in barns or other outbuildings containing hay or other inflammable mater.i_al, 
(3) smoking in bed, (4) alowing papers, magazines, old clothes, dis­carded furniture etc. to accumulate in closets, atics, or in the ou tbuil din gs. 
These are just a few. I am sure you can think of a large number of others. 
Let's work together and reduce the loss by fire in Union 
County. Remember that 90% of the destructive fires can be prevented. 
Very truly yours, 
Bil Martin, County Agent 
81 
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On the folowing pages wil be found specimen copies 
of press articles published during the year. 
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RECOMMENDING I , 
i •.. 
he :1941 _ A.gri~ultural Program For s.-:·c. 
,. 
•/ '~: 
. ~ •• f . • • • 
. \ ' Improve SoilsThrough Proper FertilizatiOO,. 
· : . ; . • . · · '. · :.\ . r 1 . ,!'I Limin9, Ao·9 Adequate Soil Co'r1servatio·n:·,: . 
• 't\• ,v · J\nd Soil Building Practices ~,_~-; j • ' . •., .
cc hig~er yields of COTTON 
·e at lower cost per .pound .
. e staple length and quality. 
ve ginning. Expand grade and 
,crvice in marketing. 
uc lo improve home FOOD 
:lion and conservati?n 
tc,· nutrition 
I ·, l 
·1 • 
'; 
.• c production of high quality 'l~~=:~1.!,il 
, to aid in efficient CROP 
Further DEVELOP 4-H CLUB WORK to train South 
Carolina !(%rm boys and girls in improved farming 
homemaking, health and citizenship. 
'f I. 
Develop _more _adequate ~rural _h1 
and _RECREATIONAL _facliles. 
L Use up-lo-date methods In FIGHTING 
and livestock INSECTS, 1>1SEASE$, 
parasites: . household insects, iats 
other pests. '.:· .,. 
PLAN THE FARM to maie' the use of land, labor and equipme 
crnd to me~t changing condit101 
'?Ian and improve FARM HOM and other buildlnq1 for health 
and efficiency. . .• , .. 
• 
• 
,Spartanburg Herald, Mondny, Nov. l, 1947-P_age. 5 
HERALD'S PAGE OF FARM NEWS 
'LONG SWEETNIN' for sorghum and feed are 2 profitable crops in Union Counly. Top 
photo, field of· Plainsman grain sorghum grown by 4-H Mtm1bers Bily and John Bailes, 
which, County Agent W. J. Martin says, should yield 10 bushels per acre more 
thpn Bily Joe's corn. Botom photo, field of grain sorghum on J. B. Stone's Jorn. Mr. Stone 
planted 2 varieties, Martin's Combine Milo and Dwarf Hegari. His sorghum also should 
exceed hi5 corn· crop in p9r acre production, Agent Martin says. 
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Whose Horse? Agent Martin' Wants to Kno~ 
By W. J. MARTIN 
Union County Farm Agent . 
According to Mrs. T. M. Faucet, 
somebody left a large black· horse 
with a white spot on his head at 
their house about 7 weeks agq and 
has not come back for him. She 
does not know the name ·of the . . owner. If thi~ horse is not caled for before Thursday, Nov.-6, he wjl be sold by the magistrate,. we are in-formed. · Mr. a.nd Mrs. Faucet would like for the owner of this animal -to contact them at once. They Jive between Elford Grove a.nd : the Jonesvile-Lockhart Highway ,In Union County. · · · .JOE WILSON 4-H 'Club mem­ber of Santuck Community, has S registered Poland Chine. boar pigs !or sale. Prospective b'uyers should contact Joe as soon as possible. Fanners who • a.re harvesti11g sweet potatoes for home use shoulcl. tolce st,ms necessary to as­sure them Of having· high quality potatoes for the '!e.mily table. The same care should be ta.ken in hand­ling potatoes for home ·use as in handling t}:!.ose for market. Al cut, bruised, broken or diseased pota­toes should be discarded and the good ones handled In such a man­ner as to prevent bruising before they are placed in the bank. · 
THE POTATO BANK should be placed in a. wel-drained place and should have ventilation under the potatoes and In the center. 'Plar.s for such a bank are contained h, Extension Circular No. 175 entitled "Sw~t Potatoes for Home Use." These circulars may be obtained free !rom the county · a.gents' of­fice. Grain sorghum demonstrations on the farms of Jim Bailes and J. B, Stone. are looking good,. and I would like to suggest that other farmers stop by to see these plots. Bily Joe and John. Bailes, 4-H Club members, have a.bout 2½ acres of the Plainsman Variety. Mr. Stone has one acre1 o! Martin's Combine Milo and one acre of Dwarf Hega.ri. By visiting these plots !armers could· compare the different varieties and decide for themselves which variety they think best suited for . their own farm. ·. , " 
~ eo-LO ner nvmtr'll c.:1--oyeuu,ui, ""nvuri,· l . 11mer&T. .t10Sp!t,!l'f;. , ; 'h •;<. · - - rl 
Mrs. C. A. Dufford has returned .Pauline ·-· '· . \ - ~ i · several months visiting relfLtlves • , · ,~ in Union. • ,- - ,I to her home in Newberry after atending the district meeting of the American Legion here. Miss Grace Summer -of Newberry has returned to her home after visiting in Union. Mrs. Reese M. Roark and Mrs. C. C. Moorehead have returned to their home in Blacksburg afte 
a visit to friends in Union. M.rs. Robert King and Mrs. J K. Ewart have returned to their home in · Columbia after visiting here. 
Inman 
B~· J\1RS. E. A. CAPERS I1'"l\1A1', Oct. 4 1 Herald-,Tournal I Spec1al)-Miss Ramona Harris has rerurned to Winthrop Colege j t'here she is a member of the junior class. She has been visiting ; her parents. Mr. and Mrs. N. S. i Harris on McMilan Circle. . : Mrs. Carrie Loevenich and Bily , _,,_,. 'b.:._-_ 
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· As announced earlier in the · y.ear THE 
ARTHUR STATE· BANK is sponnoring. a 4-H 
· CALF CLUB SHOW, which wil be held during the week of September 29, at the Union County ·Fair. · · 
·The Union County Dairy Calf Club members own some fine animals and plan to put on an excelent exhibit. These animals wil compete for valuable prizes . 
. Calf Club members, taking part in the sh<:>w, · and their parents wil be invited to be our 
guests at a banquet at which time prizes wil be .distributed. 
See the 4-H CALF CLUB SHOW, when you at-' t.end· the fair. · -•-
Union's Oldest, Largest. and 
Str_ongesl Bank. -• . . :MAKE OUR BANK YOUR ;BANK •-
I ARTHUR 
i ·STATE BANK ,. 
Memb~r of Federal Depoait lnn1rance Corporation 
Which Jn1urh Fund, of Each Depo1itor Up 
. To $5,000.01 · ~ -'·:  r·r-~·.-s;~- ~Phone 48 .-·. ·; 
' I 
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COTTON PICICING TI Il E 
"PICK AND GIN FOR HIGH GRADE" 
Too much of our coton is low grade. There 
. is rif;t enough high-grade clean white coton to 
meet market demands, A litle care at picking time can mean a lot more cash at seling time,_ 
Pick coton as dry, as possible. ·Keep trash out. 
Pick before. weather damage 
' Keep good arid bad coton separated. 
Damp or green seed coton should be 
dried before storing. 
Don't mix low-grade and high-grade I . seed coton. . • 1See that your ginner uses ginning methods and equipment to protect the quality. 
Pub1ished in cooperation with the County Farm Agent. 
ASK THOSE WE SERVE 
UNION 
. Cou11ty Bank 
·Member of Federal Deposil Insurance 
Corporaliori. Funds of each deposior 
· Insured up 1o· $5000.00 ---· ~ 
--·--- ,--•---- ----• ·• -•---.----;-, ~-·o • • I iws; ffdrimsaee _ ,a e-,.;n+ss: -ft# r i i>¾k 
·:~~/ :-J. , 
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BEEF CATTLE HARVEST THEIR OWN FEED on J.B. Stone's !arm in Union County. Here cat­
.tle are grazing on ,a mixture of oats, barley, rye grass and crimson clover during the winter 
of' 1946-1947. Below, Bily Joe Bailes is shown training his Guernsey senior calf in prepara­
tion for the Union County Fair whi'ch opens Monday, Sept. 29. 
) . ·Pasturage Is 
equired For ,·' Al Livestock 
By W. J. l\lAR.TIN 
Union County I~arm Ai:-cnt Here we go again-talklm: about -.- .
~ ' ,, ' 
• "J. -~ ~l,_ T.,__ .., 
Bil Colemnn wil continue his practice of providing 11pproximalely 200 acres of winter j!razing for his 
hoof ,--,tt1P 'Tl,,. .lnrrl~n R1·nthr1·~ 
Union's Yo_µng' 
Fartners Get 
Set for Fairs 
UNION, Sept. 14.-Each fal t.t,e f11irs offer 4-H Club member8 1tn opportunity to exhibit their live-, stock Rnd crops in competition with one another and In competi-1 tlon with ~dult .farmers. This · r-,lows them to study their calves pig·-. chickens and other exhibits and compare them with those shown by others so that they may more inteligently go about the job of "making the best beter." 
Thi.~ year Arthur State Bank is .~ponsoring a 4-H Dairy Calf Club .~i,ow which wil be held during the Union Count.y Fnlr. 'Ihe bank w\11. prPsent some excelent prizes to al ctubslr.rs exhibiting their Rnir.ials and wil give a banquet for them , n nd t.heir parents folowing the, r~1r. Toi.~ generous offer to help In promoting cRlf · club work In . ~nion Comity Is deP.µly appre­
r.1~ ted, and we are hopln~ that Pvery calf club member wil give his wholehearted cooperation by rioing t.he best pos~ible job of m-
t ing his animals. In addition lo t.he prizes offered by the bank, the fair as.~oclation wil also give some good prizes. , . Each club member competing in the Sears. Roebuck 4-H poultry contest wil exhibit 12 pulets at the County Fair during the week of Sept. 29. These pulets wil be Judged Tuesday, Sept. 30, and sold ~t. auction Friday, Oct. 3. The local Sears, Roebuck order office wil be ho.st. at the banquet. for .these club-1 sters on I.he night of Oct. 3. at 8 
. 
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UNION COUN'TY 
·, 'FARM NEWS 
I • , , I , 
nwmhpi-s wil lol' nlol· tu 1,<!lp i11 
s11rplyini:r animals for cl11h pro-~ 
jC'rts. \Valar<' Wilson, Jr., .fop 
Wil~on. Bily Jo<' Baile:;, Carson 
DPBruhl and :;onH· or lhc ot.he1·:; 
1 wil have a s11f'iciC'11i numher of Trgislere<I pigs for sale to supply 
·;we haven'(had . any foresl fires 1• a)l lhc club mem_her:; th:it_ wn11t 1-latel,y,. but this has· probably heen · pigs. The hoys wil hnvc pigs for 
due to ·the weather ·rather than to , sale to !!upply ~I th~ cluh me~-I tlic fact that. people are being hers thot want pigs. fhe hoy~ wil 
1110,·c -careful..". :·'At· n meeting of , have pigs fo1· sale to oth_cr _farm-j 
.J"ore~t Sc1·vice·,p~r,~onnel a~d-fnrm-I c1·R, _also, 1111d 11~1yl'.ody_ w1sh111g- lo m·s interested· m protecting . our , oht.1111. a good pig !s u, g-cd to con­
Limhcr from fi·c held. at the Union I• t:\C't one of them d1:·cct or_ thl'Uugh 
C_ounly Court.·-House last Monday ·I the County Agents Office . 
fly W.: J. :'Ma0~tln, ;co~mty Agent 
~ig·ht, the importance ·of .exercis-J "' " * 
1pg-,extreme_ ·care to _pr.event ·fires. I . . was emphasized. A very instruc-1 Rat-contrnl campaigns wil he j t:ivc motion· ·pkture 'dea"lino-with I conducted -in prncticaly al coun­
fire ln·ever;ition .'and-the ,1;'ethods J tics of S011th Carolin this winter. I of• puting out fires was· shown .. These campaigns should clo a great 
'l'his jol~ off. ire prevention and.fire ·I\ deal toward helping to conservC! l'<>11lrol· is· .everybody's problem. , grain lS wel us. eliminating a 
Al,out 90% of' the damage now·l1 health hazard. Plans for conduct­ouuscd by ir_c c~n be_ pl'eventcd if .Iin00 this ra?1paig·n in :!I the Pied-'.' 
o ;ei·ybody wil do his ·part. · 'I mont counties at one time arc now · .; * * • · . ·\ being ,~orked out, the campaign to 
· 1!-H Club boys of Union Counlv I he earner! out n,bout ~he first part 
m·u completing theil' year's wori, 1' of Fehrn~ry. For this progrnm to this month and·. wm · t·eorga ·• he eUect1ve as mnny farmers as· ' 111ue "bl h I·' l. . . · 1 heir .clubs dur-in:g December f.or 
1 
~os~1 .~ s _ou u JHH 1c1pale _smce ]~48. ·TheY, are being urged to lilts \1_11 tavel from one fa1m to 
discuss· cl~1b work . with their pa- anothe,. . . , ,J"~nis,and to rlecide just what type Complete d~ta1ls regardmg-lhesc ;~ :pf dcmonstr:ition "they. wil condt:it:t cnmpn1gns wil be announced as 
. ,)},ext year.' ·This, is. an·. importait · pl_ans arc comJ)leted. 
);Uri_ of_ their,y.ent's "club prcigrifrh, .,., * * 
J or 1l is_ nn 'i:stnb[ished fact that'. I With the cost of feed so high 
P ,hoy w'.11 _do·?; .bet~r. jpb .~it!i. a I J and t~e po~r pro~pec_t f?r a g-rni1~­rlrmonst1 nbon · m which he 1s :111-1 crop m this sect10n, wise use of 
(,crcstec_l than ·with one <in which he',, available feed is more imporlant. 
rn not interested. Ii than ever. · Chickens, dairy catle,. 
. . . Many •of -~h.~se· clubsters ,vii and· beef catle which nre not pay-
• Wnnt to _o~tam ·good •cql_vcs, pigs,· ing a p1•ofit shoi1ld be culed out 
,_ '.:,1_r hnlry eh,ckld<ir1 tljeir demqns'fra- and disposed of nml the feed given. 
' . :i1ons, _and we_ s\1a,l be glad to help . · to those animals which arc capable ·1 
;thl'm 1~ ·loeat111g·these at a reas~n-/ of returning ·a profit to their own­
;~i,l,lc pr1cP. .. 'In fact. the other .club ers. It j·s never a sound p1·0.,.rnm "'· •~'-'-,---.-.,.,..,... ~·: · · --:":--.- to continue to keep "boarders" 
which -never pay the cost of their 
feed.. A sound culi11g: program 
110w wil make more feed uvailnhlc 
for the bC'ter livestock and wil 
enable them to return an even I .larger profit ·to their owners. ·, · 
• 
I .' ~-~ ., ..-,-.~.__-t ';, / u;:-/ ~UNION, ,COUNTY 
FARM NEW~3 
ti . f r -~--:----,; 
· 1' nt the fa:·m of Mo,blc.y L, .Jeter it1.·f1 . ;fish Dam 'l'own\Jil1);, Fnrnw.rs· Jtf.; 
I that Reclion are urged to breed 1ne11· Htmily '"" cows lo this wel hred hul purchased and placed j . ---- tl11•r" fo•· t11ei1· ,·onv, 1ience hy ,the. · By W . .J. l\lartif1, County Agent \ cn11nly. Breeding-fee is onl_y *~.(HJ 1 
.The grain required tA re~d tur- ., . ""·" 1Jrecd your cow, Lo a scrulo ,I 
keys and hens should he ._ on~id-t 1,ul! ., and expect Lo get a scruh.l 
e1·ahly less now than it was a week; cal. ____ · J 
or two a~o since a larire number I 1 · ,VC!'e sold or eaten fo1· Thanl,sidv- At the pcac11 pruning demonstra-·1 i11g·. There is stil a ill'j.!'C nu1nucl' I tio11s held in Union c:ounty on Nov-, I 
o[ hens on farms of 1111'011 Cou:ily. j e111be1· '.<!I, 11oy J. Feree, Extension I how. CV<!r, which are :on><uming· l,fftil:1iltu1·ist, pointed out that d)e· feed and Jriving-nolhill! in l'l'tUl'l. hu(I Cl'O)) i" very shol'L in llOSt Or-
These hc11s should , he rl·movl'd ·, chards this y,•ar, und, there. fore, • from the flock and eaten at home pt ach J.:T,1wcrs :ahould folow a dif­u;· solcl. It is always unp:·of:uil,lc I fcrenl method uJ pruning·. He ex-
to feed' chicke11s 01· catle when. plai11cd Lhal 11101·e thinning of Uie I there is nu ,prospect of tlwir pro-•I wood should he clone this year 
clucing· ~1 profit. P. II . r;:1ocli11g·, i and not.'"' much l'Uling back done. I lc.atlcr Clemson. Poultry bx, ens!u.11 , J\101·c ol uur peach . growcrs prob11b-· Work_, urges ta1·!ncr~ to i:a1·t1e1-1 ly could lrnve prnl1lcd a gTcat deal pale 111 the campa1g·11 Lo rcdure .the~ I,~, atcnding ,he ,wo ,.lemonstra­
numbe1· of 11.011lay111g, 11nnpay111~ \ li_ons which he g·'.1ve a.ncl fol_owing hens on the iarm!' of the sta,:.-. 11 his recommendations 111 thc11· own each family wil cut 011l' such hen I u1th11rds. a week Ior, the next ~ix wPeks the 
average flock sho.~dd he pln~cd 011 I J n the past, a larg·c number of 
a much mo!'e 11.roi1lahle l,a~1s "Incl , farmers have g·otc.11 very poor sur­
a great cle:_il wil .. he accompldwd ·: viva! of thei1· pine seedlings, and 
lowarcl sav111g; gram. 1 it is believed uiat a great deal o! ----- '; this has hec11 due to the methods 
_ Dtl'ing. tile past ten day;s we h'.1vc J: in which they were set out: On D.e-
)iacl a nu!11ber of Pl:Oflc rc<1uest111g ·, cl:!mhcr 5 l111·ec: 11l-m~11sti·~1t1ons w1_H rnformaton on cunng pork. \Ve he conducted rn Umon County. 111 arc glad to sec this, fo1· most fami-j cooperation with die Stale Com­lies have a good clea'l of nrnne~· ti,•cl , mission of Forestry in order to 
up ir'1 Lhcir hogs, and, therefore., show the prope1· methods of set­they :should be especialy carcfui ling· ?UL seedling,;. ,:'-I fan~1crs ·to cul'c the meat s() a>< Lo g·ct ·the pla1111111g lo set out pine seedl111g·s 
'1110. st benefit from it. \Ve hav(• Ex.-1 t,his winte1· arc u.rgcd to atend one tension Buletin No. 77. "Pork for . of ·,he~c rnecting·s. ; Carnlina Farmers" which contains 
so1nc very valuable i,nfo1:maU0~1. i: As we have clone in past year~ I' Vo/e shal be glad to fur111sh t_h1s ! we !-hal he i:dad to assist :~ai:mers (iulet111 free to anyone n•qucsl111g-I' j11 fSClect ing· tree1' for ho111e or-t.,..,.,.-~r. . I 1·h:1nb a11d in placing· thci1· orders. f, ·1 x A '·• ·;. . j TheRe orders shou lei .be placed r., .1 , 111other.\.,OU_~tY,?Wr~ed clmr~, hul rig-ht away to insure delivery a~ f,. %t,1? .;P1ac?d t· U111oh County, lasti the. rig-ht time. Couldn't we have l:,t.,.,_\y,g,c)</ )~P.ng~ ,g .)h_c'~l-0taJ_ ·,rnmh1;i· .more gTa11cs on the farn1s of Union d • .6t.Llw;,q.,2~H~ . ~o J1ye,.,.Jl\1S;,~.ul I~ . Oounty'! It seems to me that prae-
trl'aly everybody likes grapes ,.\ml they arc not hanl to raise. Yet on~ finds very few grape vines in the 
county. · 
Most families ha\'e less milk clu1·: 
ing the winter months than at any 
other lime during the year. Cows , und heifers b1·ed in December wil j frt•shen 11exl September and Octo, lu,r and should supnly the family ! with an ample supply of milk and· 
: huler du1·ing· the late fal and win, 
1 Lcr. l ---- ' l\Jrn. L. 0. Belue and Mr. R .J. Crocker wil rep1·e ent Union Coun~, ly at. the meeting of the State Ag­
ricultural commitee in Columbia Tuesday, December 2. According to information which I have receive1I , a ve1·y instructive program has 
'·l~i:n,:plar.11.1ed. :·:-"'. r· .--, I• ~·" If 2 <-'-i1 • ·~ \l.f t: 1·, "}· ~.! .:.·: .. )_., 'i - .. 
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BOTTOMLANDS BEING CLEARED on the farm of P/~ck~ey 
Berry in Union County. "Along creeks such as these, Umon 
farm Agent W. J. Martin points out," are areas which wil 
:urnish excelent grazing for livestock i cleared and seeded 
·lo desirable pasture grasses and legumes." 
Pied1no11t Area's Livestocli 
l11dustry Rec1uires Grazing 
Crops, Per111a11e11t Pastures 
)V . .T. ]\[ARl'IN recently while the ground was too Union County Finm A,:-cnt \"et for work in the field and During the past several months (ound a number of the farm hands we have talked a great deal about busy clearing some creek botoms the Importance of gra;,;ing ci·ops- for permanent pastures. We have both permanent pastures and an- large areas al011r-the creeks which, nual grazing. if clcHed of wilows, alders, etc., In my· opinion. this is something and seeded to desira.ble pasture that must be given a great deal grasses and legumes would fur­of atention if our livestock pro- nish excelJent grazing. gram continues to impro\'c. There A. P. HOPIUNS is establishing is a large number of calle in a new pasture this year on some Union County and in the sur- botomland, seeding a mixture of rounding counties, for that mater, dalis grass. Jadino clover and Jes­which could be furnishing more pedeza and applying lime fer­profit to their owners if they were lilizer ., supplied with an abundance of I mention these few names mere-grazing crops which they can ly to point out the fact that more harvest themselves, thus cuting of our farm people are realizing the cost of feed production to a the value of grazing and are at­minimurn. tcmplin(!' to do something some-
I FEEL THAT some progress is thing-about It. 1 being made in this field. for it Al of this reminds me of the seems to me that more and more importance of planning for sum­people are using annual grazing mer grazing for our dairy catle. crops and are atempting lo eslab- Permanent pastures should be the Ji,;h new permanent pastures or are basis of summertime grazing, but improving their old ones. we must also remember that we J. B. Stone and Judge A. C. may expect hot, dry spels when Kennedy have userl mixtures of growth of permanent pastures wil grain and crimson clover very sue- be .severely injured. Pearl milet cessfuly this winter in grazing planlerl at the rate of ½ acre per their beef ca.tle. cow wil help to carry the catle Hilton Smith. H. 0. Lawson. the oYer these periods. Milet should Jordan Brothers and A. P. Hop- be .seed~d during May or the first kins have had some very good win- part of June in 2 to 2 ~~ ft. 1:ows ter grazing for dairy catle. or l:;roaclcast. The seed bed should 
BUDDY FOWLER has used be ,·el prepared and 300 to 400 smal grains for grazing his beef pounds of a complete fertilizer ap­,.cat.le, ,and~ ha.s ·also-been doing plied per· acre., This pract.ice-.i.s 
0ftome ·work' 1n:·1mpr6v!ng his ):)er-: :valuable. not only ft>r· the 'com­: manen~ 'J)astureg 'itnd •In esta.pl!sjl-. • n'lercJRI dalrl'mal'I, .but_the av,ira,'g~. •tlig<'new pastures:,· '·' · · · .,, 1·fArn\er wil 'find'·that lt'•wJl~pa.y. ~½~!' . ~~~'fl}/.~~~~)tney_:~l!f!Y.'f.f~t!rlt :~~\~}\.11:ls)a.m!,!;~.~il.k, c?V;',-,~.t~,;~, 86 
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IU1iriX'.:c~~~tY· /club Boys 
111 Spotlight 
, I I I ,• • • ,. -
of 't11e' most' importarit' fact6rsL fq be· considered Jn raising" J)oultry'.1 · 
bU&ING TIIE past week 2 more farmers, W. G. Bishop and H. E. 
DY W. J. MARTIN Union County Farm Agent I recently atended the Sel!dale dispersal sale at Greenwood with some of the Union County Guern­sey breeders. 4-H Club boys and their fathers. 
We saw some nice dairy animals sold and were able to purchase 3 calves for Union County 4-H Club members. 
These members are John Bailes, Marion Wiliams · and Reid Palm­er. Al a r e deeply interest­ed in club work and should help us have a much beter Un ion County Dal r y Calf Club. John is 01,e of the new club mem­bers, having just become 1-0 years o: age. Marion and Reid have been club mem-bers for a year MARTIN or 2 and have rlone some fine work ,vith other demonstration.s. We have other boys and g-irls who want calves which we shal purchase as soon as we locate something suitable. , 
PAUi, BROWN of Edgar-Brown-Bailey Funeral Home, hal) one of the best home-made brood .. ,ers I have ever seen. I would Ii ke for some of our farmers who have a limited space for raising chicks to sec it. Mr. Brown has told me he would be glad to show it lo anybody who would come by. The brooder is built very much like the one for which county agents ar,i home demonstration agents rwm gladly furnish 'l)lans, but what. lmocesst!d< JJne~ was. t)le very sani-· .taFt,.t:oridltio:is1 urfder which the f f~\~kx 11:r. , r~t~M4 · ~'.!'hl~Js ~ 
•• i-". 'J.,. ,",. 
Crocker. both of Santuc. have en­tered the South Carolina 5-Acre' Coton Contest. 
H. E. Crocker, Y. E. Holcomb, Dupree Bogan and Marlon Wil­liams. a 4-H Club member, have entered the County 3-Acre Corn Contest. We arc glad to have these conlestants and hope to have sever a I others before the closing date arrives. 
Cal by the County Agent"s of­fice at your first opportunity and sign an enrolment blank. 
ALL UNION County Dairy Calf Club members are asked to meet at the county agent's office Sat­urday, April 26, 10 a.m. We hope to formaly' organize the club and elect officers to serve for 1947. Monthly meetings wil be held and lhe clubslers wil discuss their problems and study lessons which wil be of help to them In taking beter care of their animals. The lesson for the first meeting wil include such subjects as feeding dairy calves and raising feed for dairy animals. 
At present, 11 members own registered guernseys and 8 own registered jerseys. 
We are glad to welcome Jack Fagan back to Union County as manager of the Pleasant View Fann located at Jonesvile. Jack served as County Agent for about a :vear and a half while I was in the Army and made many friends in every section of the county. I know they al join me In saying we are glad to have him bRck fn the CO~nty and Wis.i)tniu.tJlmJUcln Jn hi.$ new Job. , l-:, . .' • .i. .n.~.i 
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SPARTANBURG HER,ALD 3 I Monday, April 14, 1947 
PLANE TOP DRESSING GRAIN at Kely in Union County. 
(Read Farm Agent W. J. Martin's. account of this interesting 
and . s_uccessful demonstration.) 
Coto11,·Cor11, 
Peas, 4-H 111 
1U. · R 111011 eport 
RY W . .T. l\lARTIN ,-']:afmernr . nat-cornrnum~y w .s,u_µ \ and see them before Mr. Vande1 -ford turns them under. After these peas are turned, Mr. Vanderford is going to plant this plot of about 
2 ½ acres to corn. He has . agreed to plant one acre to hybnd corn and the rest to the corn which he usualy plants so that he and_ h:.; neighbors can observe the 2 g1ow­ing side by side. Observe this demonstration throught?ut t.he year and form your own op1111on. 
IT WOULD PROBABLY bene­fit us to watch some o[ Mr. Van­deford's other practic~s. too, for he does not depend entirely on one crop for his income. In addition to producing corn. coton and grain, he. grows. a few sweet po­tatoes rot sale to local ~arkets, sels eggs, buter, b':'ter ~ilk and other things. '!bat is put111g Into practice "More Income-Beter 
Farm Living." . 
chicks, but Autrey, Jr. is In hls second year of poultry club work, having participated in the Sears­Roebuck contest• last, year. The hens which he raised In the con­test are laying wel. He told me his production averaged 70 per cent during the month of March. Autrey Jr . is taking part in the 4-H safety contest this yea.r and is also keep­ing a complete farm account record. 
I THINK THAT e\'erybody who was at Kely last Tuesday after­noon lo witness the demonstration of top dressing grain by using an airplane lo. distribute the fertilizer was made lo realize more than ever the progress which has been made in adapting new machinery and new ideas to agriculture in order to reduce the amount of la­bor required to produce a crop. 
The Victor Fertilizer Co. of Ches­ter and Max Mulis of the Airplane Crop Dusting Service located at Rock Hil. cooperated in this demonstration during which one ton of fertilizer was applied to 5 acres of grain in 35 minutes. A particularly hard field to ap­proac;h with a plane was selected for the demonstration in order to show that the plane can be used for applying fertilizer or for dust­ing in almost any field. Several people were heard to re­mark that if it would do the job on that field it ought to do it anywhere. 
The 3 brothers-Haskel, Ganis and Autrey Ivey Jr.-of the Jones­vile 4-H Club, al have poultry for their demonstrations this year. 1---~~---------­Haskel and Garris .are In ~oultry club work for the first yea!, each one ·having purchased 100 baby 
•- --- -Trt.J ..,.'f \A.Vi.fU 
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Respectfuly submited, 
;J/.,fi,~ w.t7. Martin, County Agricultural Agent 
